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EDITORIAL
This week we see a dramatic conclusion to Gregory Owen’s two part tale of religion and
xenobiology. Meanwhile, Preater Clovagris’s journey to the woorg factory is disrupted by a
gowgrack stunner. Elsewhere, the robot plague is spreading. An eighteenth century gourmand
finds horror in a cursed inn. A vagrant finds a new god in a dumpster. Carter Ward enters the
arena. Eric Brighteyes wins a dwarf-forged sword. And Goodwin encounters the Three Silent
Ones.
Thank you to everyone who voted for Schlock in the Critters Poll, Fiction Magazine/e-zines
category, where Schlock! Webzine came joint sixth with Douglas Draa’s revived Weirdbook. A
consummate honour! http://critters.org/predpoll/final_tally_fictionzine.ht

—Gavin Chappell
Coming soon from Rogue Planet Press: Schlock Quarterly Volume 3, Issue 7.
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IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL!

Vincent is an artist who has consistently been on assignment in the art world for over twenty
years. Throughout his career he has acquired a toolbox of diverse skills (from freehand drawing
to digital design, t-shirt designer to muralist). His styles range from the wildly abstract to pulp
style comics.
In 2013, his work in END TIMES won an award in the Best Horror Anthology category for that
year. When Vincent is not at his drawing board he can be found in the classroom teaching
cartooning and illustration to his students at Westchester Community College in Valhalla NY.
He lives in Mamaroneck NY with his wife Jennie and dog Skip.

https://www.freelanced.com/vincentdavis
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FOR WE ARE MANY by Gregory Owen
Part Two
Noise flowed into my ears, but I realized that I wasn’t actually hearing it. It was—it was only in
my head. It was telepathic in nature.
It began as a hum, and its vibrations snaked across my skull in tingling waves, growing louder
until I could feel my brain crackling with the volume of indeterminable wails, none of them
belonging to anything on Earth. I could only wince in anguish, my cranium becoming white hot,
so much more excruciating than Galen’s talon moving inside of me, and then and there, I wanted
to die. I begged for an end. I wanted God to end it!
Something else heard, however, for within moments, the roars shifted. My silent pleas were
understood. The noises pitched lower and were as moans, and the group of sounds intertwined
into one, beastly tone.
The voice spoke. “Doooc...toorrrr...”
The idea of telepathy was then confirmed to me. It, the source of the sound, had scanned my
mind, likely learned—taught itself—the English language. Everything I’d learned from youth to
my time at Oxford, all of it. Communication was made simpler for the both of us. Words that
wanted to grace my lips first danced across my mind.
Oh my God, I thought.
“Nooo...thing existsss here...like yooour ‘God.’”
Telepathy was confirmed further. I had no reason to speak anymore.
What...what are you?
“You?” it gurgled with a surly, almost pompous sound. “I am we. There is not one, but we are
one.”
Hearing the voice’s words, I was reminded of a Biblical quote I remembered reading in youth.
Mark 5:9. I could see it as though I were sitting at home as a teenager, reading it from my
father’s ornately decorated King James Bible.
The voice hissed, and it realized which quote I was recalling, stating it in a clearer, more
enunciated pattern than what I heard moments before. Its speech was improving. “I am Legion.
For we are many.” I detected a satisfied growl in the creature’s tone. “Yes. We are one. I am all.”
I was completely dumbfounded. All of this time I had spent in trying to discover new, extraterrestrial life, and had found nothing beyond microbes and bacterium, and now, now, a life-form
had destroyed Lieutenant Edward Galen and was now communicating with me telepathically!

Leaps and bounds beyond what I expected, to be sure! Oh God, was I really feeling intrigue? I
had to know more. I had so many questions, and I’m sure it could hear them all. What else could
I do but ‘talk’? I’d die anyway, or become some monstrous thing at the least.
How long have you been here?
“I have been for cycles that are countless. I bore witness to the beginnings and endings of many
beings. This orb is not my only dwelling. I am many. This place contains only a piece of me, one
not lost to time, carried by the winds of many suns.”
Just...a piece?
“Yes. But I am whole. I share one voice comprised of many. This part of my being slept. This
system was extinguished, its light dampened out from time. I had to wait. I waited inside, as I did
when the life here was not part of my congregation.”
Upon hearing that utterance of the word “congregation,” I felt as though I were sitting in church
with my parents as a child. The creature’s voice had adopted the volume and confidence of a
priest. I almost admired it. And then, a revelation burst into my consciousness: it’s a life-form
hidden within a dead shell! The source of the carbon-based presence in the Ozymandias’ scans—
this thing, a hostile organism trying to communicate civility to me, was the planet itself!
Madness!
“Yes,” it replied, seizing my mental divulgence. “The life was sustenance for a mere cycle and
ceased once the communion was complete. It joined me, I brought it all with me here. Inside. So
I slept. Then you came.”
Communion? What do you know of communion?
“I know what you know. I briefly misunderstood its meaning until I swallowed deeply your
knowledge. It is what we offer. Communion.”
You don’t offer ‘communion!’ You offer pestilence! Disease! Death! I saw what you did to
Galen, you fucking monster!
The voice groaned. “You insignificant beings are curious. Edward Galen had no time to converse
with me as you do. His noises were screams. Brought me pain...such agony. Still screams. “I was
sure the alien was alluding to the brutal beating Nix was giving the Galen-creature, though I
could no longer hear anything beyond its voice.
“But you,” it continued. “You think me a virus, Doctor, and while I am not completely unlike
one, the same can be said for what you all are, as well—what all species I’ve tasted are.” My
brain squirmed as the being’s influence pierced needles deeply into each lobe, as though forcing
me to submit to its argument. “I see what you have seen. What you know. You are each a
conscious disease. You only serve your own individual purposes, fighting, destroying. You
infect, breed, grow, consume, and spread. I offer union. You are afraid and you reject it. Already,

I have tasted your kind and for such complex formations of multiple cells, you are so crude
elsewhere. I swallow, I digest, I change. I improve. I improve you. I give you all of the life I
have sampled throughout time, the abilities to have them, to show and utilize them, just as you
will give me. I grant the communion that I know you crave, Trevor Jacobs.”
Its hold relinquished slightly, allowing me to gather myself enough to form cohesive thoughts,
but just barely. I-I don’t want this! You made Galen an...an abomination! I can’t become one
myself!
“I will allow you to regain yourself, just as he would have. Your current form. You will not be
totally destroyed.”
He only resembled Edward Galen. He wouldn’t be him. I won’t be me!
“You will be in your image, but also my image. All images are mine. His memories will be
swallowed into mine—ours—all that have been collected. Your memories will be part of the
collective.”
Not if I destroy myself...
“You will not. Your beliefs will not allow it. You feel that your salvation will elude you if you
commit suicide.”
I’m no longer...human. Or I won’t be much longer. Not with this...thing, this cancer...in me... If I
did, I wouldn’t be taking a human life. My human life.
The being sounded amused. “But you are afraid, too afraid to do so. It is a sensation I have tasted
before, and I have never forgotten. I have missed it. You are unsure of what comes after. You
claim to believe that you will have life beyond this shell bestowed by your God. Accept the
communion, Trevor Jacobs. Join our congregation. Experience what we provide. You will have
everlasting life, be many. Be all. Be Legion.”
As if I have a choice! I closed my eyes, bringing warm tears, attempting to deny my terrible fate.
But over TNG-982’s voice, I heard another coming in laboured breaths. “I...I killed it, Trevor.”
“I have grown weary of remaining here,” the thing continued. “I want to experience more. I want
to experience more of your kind. More of the kinds beyond this derelict system.”
“Trevor, are you all right? I said I killed it!” It was Andrea Nix. She couldn’t hear what I did.
“Whatever Galen was...it’s dead...”
“More,” it said. “I will experience this one.”
“No!” I managed hoarsely. “No, you won’t!” It took all of my strength to combat the creature’s
influence, though maybe it simply allowed me to win and its voice ceased, if only for a moment.
“No!”

“What? Trevor, come on, get up! We need to do what...Galen wanted. We need help!” She
reached down, tugging at my shoulders in an effort to lift me.
“No,” I said. “Andrea, please. Leave me. I’m...I’m infected... It’s in me...I can hear it.”
She was not to be denied and continued in vain. “Come on, Trevor. I won’t let you die here!”
“No! Look!” I presented my arm, showing her my bloodied wound. “Galen did this—you saw
what those things can do. It’s changing me inside!”
“But-!”
“Contagion, Andrea! You quarantine contagion! I’m a threat to you and everyone else...Leave
me!”
She ceased and leaned close, her eyes glimmering wet and wide in the light of the fire behind her
visor. “No, I won’t let you! I want you to come back with me! I-!” She paused, still unable to
earn a breath. Behind her, I sensed some movement, but felt it to be a trick of my weakened eyes
and mind. Deep within my subconscious, however, I knew what it was. I knew. I knew the
futility of everything, too—the futility of saving myself, of convincing Andrea to leave, of
identifying the long, twisting form extending from the earth below only meters away. The only
futility of which I wasn’t aware at that time was in saving her.
I learned quickly, though. “Listen, Andrea, I know...I care about you, too...” She smiled ever so
briefly. I wished that I could have touched her cheek, feel its warmth. “But you’re in grave
danger. I know what it is, the life form here! What it wants!”
“Communion,” the alien thing said, its voice returning.
“It will assimilate all it touches! It’s doing it to me! It will to you, too...I cannot leave!”
At the end of the long, twisting form, what the flame’s light revealed to be a tentacle belonging
to TNG-982, an organic javelin formed. “And neither can she...”
“Andrea! No-!” I cried. She never knew it was coming.
In that instant, a cloud of blood sprayed onto the ground and all over me and Nix’s chest was
flayed open like a mouth, the javelin curling into a hook that ensnared its prey like a fish on the
line. Nix begged, pleaded, and reached for my hand as if I could save her. “Trevor!” Her words
were turning into moist gurgles. “Trevor, please-!” The organic hook twitched and quickly
merged deeper within her, forcing the killing tip through her visor in a glassy crunch, effectively
entering her mouth and piercing the back of her skull. She was forcibly jerked into waiting the
darkness below the surface.

Another for the flock, I thought bleakly. I wanted to laugh, and I believe that I did for a moment
before weeping. I wept for Nix, for Galen...for me. For what seemed an unbearable eternity, I
wept and I waited. I waited to die, to be taken and horribly ripped apart, to be made into a new
organism. I waited for the severed appendage inside to consume me. I waited for the tentacle that
took Nix to finish me. I waited for one of the multiple organisms that changed Galen to come for
me. Something. But nothing came except for one last statement from the monstrous alien.
“Doctor Andrea Nix—A new member of our congregation. And you will join her, Trevor
Jacobs.”
It was then that I felt that the creature wanted my change, my metamorphosis, to be slow. To let
me suffer. It had quickly taken Galen and Nix, but why not me? What was my reason for
remaining? It had to be that it wanted me to endure the torture of the passage of time as infection
consumed me. I was sure that having “tasted” humankind, the creature had already learned the
little touch of evil inherent only to us: cruelty.
I waited, thoughts of oblivion and what lied beyond for me, my impending loss of humanity, the
existence of this intelligent being within the planet and its past, what created it, the possibility of
whether or not there was indeed a God as I had known Him, and on and on—nothing came but a
swirling deluge of madness followed by unconsciousness...that is, until I was awakened by the
roar of propulsion from a rescue craft and the madness returned in force.

“And you already know the circumstances regarding how I came aboard,” I finish, concluding
my account.
“Is that everything?” Commandant Eckers asks.
“Yes. That’s all of it. And now you can fulfil what you promised me.”
“Because of contagion, correct?”
“Yes, Commandant, and something else.” An epiphany has revealed itself in my retelling of
events, and it makes perfect sense now in the painful fire of my cognizance. I recall what the
being said, and I know why it didn’t immediately assimilate me when it had the chance.
I want to experience more.
A virus spreads when it escapes containment, seeking to infect and grow, as science teaches us.
That’s why I escaped. It wants the ship—that way, it can go anywhere. The craft will become a
hypodermic to carry and inject this disease into any planetary host, a spore to hold with it the
destruction of all sentient life. “That thing in TNG-982 will assimilate every living thing it
encounters, including the crew of the Ozymandias. And because...it’s inside of me...I have to be
destroyed...” A jolt flushes through me and every piece of me burns, the pain of my change
returning. “Christ!”

“Experiencing discomfort, Doctor Jacobs?” The searchlight clicks on, and Eckers is mechanical,
completely unconcerned with my plight. She should be.
I struggle to maintain myself and my composure, even as the pain becomes unbearable.
“You...er, you contained the rescue team...correct?”
“Yes.”
“I hope so. I...I truly do. Ah...now, you must...destroy me. Please!”
From the other side of the scorching searchlight, there is another pause. “I’m afraid there is one
flaw with your story, Doctor Jacobs.”
What flaw? Why is she prolonging this? “What are you talking about?”
“Andrea Nix is alive, Doctor Jacobs. She was brought in just moments ago, examined, and
moved to containment. Tyrell authorized another orbital drop to get her. I allowed it. He was
rather insistent...he wanted to go himself, but I sent another small team instead. He seems so
keen on protocol violation.”
I want to experience more of your kind.
“Why?” I ask her, enraged in my growing torture. “I told you! I...told you not to return!”
“Correct, you told me, not the Captain. As previously stated, he values both of you—he values
people more than anything else—and honestly, I’d like to hear her version of events. Quite
frankly, Doctor, while you are a very gifted biologist and have been more than an asset for us,
for CAPE, I fear it’s apparent that the mission has proved too difficult for you...psychologically.”
The dismissive fool! What has she done?!
“You see,” she continues, “Doctor Nix did say one thing before she entered containment. She
said that you killed Lieutenant Edward Galen. And that you tried to kill her.”
I can almost hear the creature laughing at the subterfuge—I’m sure it’s learned humour, as well.
“What? If I did such a thing, then where’s the body?!”
“I would ask you, but I’m sure you won’t know, will you?” she posed coldly. “There was blood
on you when we found you, and preliminary tests have been conducted. It is yours and Nix’s.
I’m sure further tests will determine that you have DNA belonging to Lieutenant Galen on your
suit somewhere as well.”
“That’s not Nix! It’s a monster! Goddamn you, it’s not her!” Argh, the pain! “She may have
already contaminated others! Incinerate her, I beg you! Burn us both!”

“I’ve asked to be alerted the moment her condition should change. But she seemed perfectly fine
upon first inspection, her injuries notwithstanding. Lacerations across her abdomen—your
handiwork, I’d imagine.”
“God...damn...you...”
Nooo...thing existsss here...like yooour ‘God,’ it had said.
“You, however, are showing signs of deep psychological trauma. You’re not a monster as you
describe. You’re not transforming into some beast. But you may have done some monstrous
things.”
“I’m still infected! The process can be slow—I can feel myself changing—inside—and this life
form is not some savage entity; it is capable of so much more! I heard it speak!” Why I continue
to combat her, I do not know. Desperation, I suppose.
“Yes, I recall. I listened to your story-”
“You imbecile! You’ve killed everyone on this ship, you stupid bitch! I want to talk to Tyrell!
Get me the Captain!”
“I’m sorry, Doctor Jacobs, but it seems to me that the only murderer here is you,” Eckers mutters
with disgust. “Your testimony will be reviewed. We’ll decide if you are to face a tribunal for the
events on TNG-982. For now, however, I have other things that I must attend to. I would suggest
that you say a prayer for Doctor Nix...and yourself.” With that declaration, the light shuts off,
and all I can do is scream. Prayer will not save her or me, or anyone else for that matter. I fear
that Commandant Eckers will learn that soon enough.
Untold time passes, and I no longer know how long I have spent in containment, the darkness of
this sterile titanium womb filled with the stalest artificial air causing time around me to slow—
nay, to cease completely. My throat is hoarse from my screams and shouts, and chilling sweat
trickles all over. It is only a matter of time now. I know what is coming. I can feel it in my
shifting, twisting bones. The scar is nearly healed, almost invisible to my touch, but my very
form is alight with festering torment. Unknown cells slither through me in torrents as my
transformation moves closer and closer to completion. The intelligent cancer has me in its throes.
I almost miss its voice...
No! No, I can’t—I’m exhausted. I attempt to sleep, and I believe that I do for some length, but a
short time later, alarms startle me from troubled slumber.
In the dark, I grab at myself to make certain I’m there. I’m still me. I think I am—still conscious
of who I am, at least. Doctor Trevor Jacobs, CAPE biologist. Xenobiologist. Stationed on the
Ozymandias. Still me...but for how much longer is uncertain. Yet, my thoughts find themselves
absorbed by its influence. I almost believe that I...I want this...this communion. To be part of
something more, no longer an outcast. To be Legion.

Oh God! The alarms! It has to be! It has to-!
Suddenly, I’m blinded as the chamber’s exterior door opens and in steps a feminine shape from
the radiant illumination. It presses a nearby button and I fall hard to the cold steel beneath me,
the artificial gravity in the room turned on. I look up to see who the figure is but, behind it, I
behold tumorous formations wriggling, pulsing in the hallway. At the end of one is the
misshapen torso of who I believe to be the Commandant due to the shredded remains of her
CAPE uniform, pulsing crimson veins snaking all around her like overgrown vines. She moans
in fearful ecstasy as her memories are touched, then swallowed, by the ancient being many miles
below us. I have no pity.
It is as I feared: the Ozymandias is being assimilated by TNG-982, and now it is almost
complete. No... As I feared...no, but I’m not afraid. I’m not. I...want...this...now.
Yes, almost complete. I’m certain that all that is left on-board is me, though I have long been on
my way to joining them: the collective congregation. Neither God nor the Lord of Equations and
Reasoning can hope to save me now.
“Please...” I mutter, though it is not a plea for survival. It is a plea for my human life to end. To
become more.
The shape moves closer and its identity is revealed in the light. It is Nix, but not Nix. Andrea Nix
is dead—I saw her die. It’s the creature assuming Nix. Her form is a vessel, one of countless in
the universe, but the only with Nix’s body, with her memories. Within her proximity, I hear
TNG-982’s voice again, louder and much more clearly than before. It’s as though the
Ozymandias had barriers preventing signals from entering my mind. “Communion, Doctor
Jacobs,” Nix says. I wish to touch her face as I desired to on the planet’s surface, though I know
it is not truly her I’d feel.
“Take of my body. My blood. My mind,” the creature’s voice growls. Its clear, concise echo fills
not only my cerebral cortex, but the isolation chamber as well.
“My being.” Nix speaks, but I also hear its voice. They synchronize with each other. They share
a bond, and I share it with them. With growing shock, I realize that I said it aloud, too.
A crunch of bones breaking, elongating, and her hand becomes a talon-tipped claw that pierces
my flesh, sending wet electricity inside that licks every fibre of me. The process that had begun
hours before gathers speed, tendrils moving all along me, hooks ensnaring my organs and
tissues, swallowing, assimilating, making me like Galen before his decimation, like Nix, like the
rest of the crew. Like billions of life forms from untold worlds, where skies were populated with
blue suns, the lands were fiery hues, and only chaos existed—they now remain as ashen
reminders of what was. One voice is shared now among us. One among many.

Completion. Communion.
Doctor Trevor Jacobs is the form that I assume. I still retain his memories. My memories. Tiny in
scope, they are made all the smaller by the sheer overpopulation of knowledge provided by
TNG-982 and all of the existence it has consumed, joined together in one consciousness. I am
merely a molecule among the waters of the vastest ocean. Closing what were once my human
eyes allows me to witness, in sequence and all at once, every moment of every life of every
being now comprised of the whole, and it is glorious. I see all of the new life Jacobs had wanted
to discover, study, and know. He is now among them. He is part of them. Inside them. A beacon
in a collective universe. This is something that neither science nor faith could grant. Only this
being can, and I, a disciple containing a dwindling human presence, can grant it for others. We
all will.
The artificial gravity shifts as the propulsion systems come alive. I can see through what were
Tyrell’s eyes, hear what was his voice. “We are heading for Io.” TNG-982 chortles with
approval. The Ozymandias is to return to the frontier outpost on Jupiter’s moon, Io, for refuelling
and maintenance—it will take about an Earth week to arrive, give or take. One-hundred and
forty-nine colonists. Families. The congregation will grow. From there, it’s on to Earth. Only
twelve billion remain there on Jacobs’—my—former home. So many that crave communion. I
know this. It knows. We all know.
Jacobs no longer balances between two beliefs. He is no more a biologist, no more a child of
God. He is no more an outcast among his former kind, a resident of one world among the infinite
cosmos. As he procures this exquisite communion and shares it with Nix, with Galen (though
this one no longer has form), with Commandant Eckers, Captain Tyrell, the rescue team, and the
remainder of the crew, what remains of him feels no more fear. In fact, he feels nothing but
gratitude. He shall be part of something more. We all can. We never have to be alone. Never
individual. He is many. I am many. I am one. We are one.
We belong to a new ‘God.’ And soon, many more will join us in this union.
Doctor Trevor Jacobs—my former shape—recalls a portion of his Lord’s Prayer known to him
as a man, and he shares it with me as his degenerating self is smothered within me like a dying
fire in the darkest of Earth’s forests. TNG-982 hisses in satisfaction at its suitability in regards to
the future. It is most fitting. “Thy kingdom come,” we collectively say. “Thy will be done, on
Earth as it is in Heaven...”
THE END
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THE BINDING AGENT by Douglas J Ogurek
“But Jesus answered, ‘No more of this!’ And he touched the man’s ear and healed him.”—Luke 22:51

A gowgrack stunner, unoccupied at the base of a Dovenan mountain, disrupted Preater
Clogavris’s journey to the woorg factory. Gowgrack dragons never descended from the
mountaintops, and never hurt people. Unless provoked. Clogavris slipped a card into the
machine. “Please stop exploiting gowgracks. They need their horns to survive.”
He picked up his architectural drawings, then resumed his journey. A sculpture swelled and
glimmered ahead. It was cast in woorg, and likely designed by Glave, the long-missing creator of
the vapourism school of design.
What new woorg colours would Meegard Alphang have at the factory to which Clogavris was
headed? An explosion behind Clogavris. He screamed and fell.
The gowgrack dragon stunner was in rubbles, and from the smoke emerged a man whose hands
moved like butterflies. “There’s my good deed for the day.”
“You nearly killed me. You nearly killed a legend.”
“Trick is, if I didn’t stop those horn hunters, the billop may have killed ‘em.” The man was a
lunatic: the billop was a mythical creature.
Clogavris rose, then lit his clawft pipe.
The lunatic’s fingers wiggled before Clogavris’s flumeblade medallion. “Swords to bowls!
You’ve studied under Glyde Rivulus?”
“The student shall surpass the master.”
“Flumeblade plants. They have their healing extracts, and what’s in ya. But those leaves are
sharp, and I’ve been cut.” The lunatic, swaying, unrolled a sketch of a castle. A solid design, but
rather dull. Clearly stone. Nothing like woorg.
Clogavris inhaled from his clawft, blew a blade of light blue smoke, and then adorned it with red
slashes. He resumed his journey.
The lunatic followed. “I’m Francis Sheatherton. What name do you go by?”
“Genius.”
“May I see your drawing?”
“Its vapouristic beauty may kill you.”

Sheatherton made a sound that resembled a stream. “The billop has a portal in its lair. That’s the
live truth. A portal to other lands where it protects others of its kind.”
Symphonically the sculpture ahead blended the streams and the clouds. A rock smashed into the
sculpture. Its woorg clanged.
Sheatherton’s hands fluttered. “Glave. The fool with the flute.”
That stoneclinger had the audacity to insult the musician-architect Glave, who could mimic the
birds with his flute, and the sunsets with his structures?
The smoke from Clogavris’s clawft tasted brilliant, and eccentric. “Woorg trounces stone.”
“I tell you the live truth: woorg says it like it isn’t.”

Clogavris exhaled sails of teal and violet, then wrapped them in black barbs. “I cast tranquillity
in woorg.”

Branches, lolling beneath a tolerant sky, crinkle within their casings of ice and snow.
An air horn blasts, and the smell of burned hair lingers. Snow-laden vegetation screens three
snowmobiles.
A young man stares over his glasses and shakes a bottle. He monotones on a cell phone. “No.
No. Mom . . . no. Whatever.”
Another man—he has a red Mohawk—growls up phlegm. He taps an air horn against a shieldshaped belt buckle. “Hey Dodo. Quit jerking off over there.”
Dodo pockets the phone, twitches. He shakes the bottle, then pulls one of his arms out of his
jacket’s sleeve. “I’m Mr. Rivers, right? One-arm Rivers?” He twists and the jacket arm flaps.
A third young man ploughs into Dodo. Dodo drops the bottle and his glasses fall off. The two of
them thump into the snow. The tackler imitates a crowd. “Haaaa. Look at that.” He stands.
“Haaaa. Let me hear yaaaa.”
Dodo groans and twitches.
The tackler looks at his watch. “Ten seconds, haaaa. Stay down. Ralph, Ralph, how’s that? Stay
down. Twenty-five seconds. Stay down bitch.”
Ralph pockets the horn, then snaps off a branch. Dodo rolls onto his back.

“Forty seconds. Haaaaow’s that Ralph? You stay down bitch.”
Ralph whips Dodo with the branch. “Get up ya fuckin’ retard.”
“Fifty-four, fifty-five aaaand . . .”
Dodo throws snow. “You’re a glarch dick, Ward, you glarch dick.”
“Sixty.” Ward makes the cheering sound and clasps his hands over his head. “Sixty seconds,
glarch. In high school man? Pops would’ve given me ten bucks for that hit. Ten bucks for each
minute down. Let me hear ya, Ralph.”
Dodo stands, then retrieves his bottle and his glasses.
Ward points at the sky. “Lookit that shit. That’s like an Easter egg or something.”
Ralph holds a can of mace before Ward’s face. “Glarch, I invented that word glarch.”
“Ralph . . . Ralph, sor-jeez. It’s just the sky. It looks cool.”
Ralph blows the air horn by Ward’s ear.
Dodo makes electric guitar sounds and twists the cap off his bottle, decorated with clouds and
pink, orange, and blue swirls.
Ralph growls, then spits. “Give that here.” He taps the bottle against his buckle. “Passion Fruit
Seren . . . whatever the fuck.” He hurls the bottle at a tree. The glass falls on a dog tied to the
tree. One of its ears is torn off. It licks a burn, and bone pokes out of its contorted rear leg.
Ralph uses the branch to whip the dog’s face. Then it whines as Ralph ties a rope around its front
legs and Ward ties a rope around its back legs. Dodo watches them over his glasses and pretends
to play guitar.
Ralph and Ward tie the other ends of the ropes to their snowmobiles. Red jaws snarl on Ralph’s
helmet. A similar symbol, drawn amateurishly, decorates Ward’s helmet.
The snowmobiles start. Dodo gets on his hands and knees by the dog. “Stay down, stay down
bitch.”
The snowmobiles advance in opposite directions.

The woorg makers looking up at Preater Clogavris and Meegard Alphang ignored the loud sound
at the back of the factory. It sounded, Clogavris thought, triumphant.

Absurdly a gowgrack dragon horn jutted from Alphang’s helmet. He pretended to point a
crossbow down at the workers as he addressed them. “Cower beneath his brilliance. Grovel for
his inspiration. Curse your creative endeavours at the sight of his work.” Alphang bowed—the
horn nearly stabbed Clogavris—and the workers bowed. Alphang continued. “Here prevails the
designer of Shorelance Castle. Here prevails the future designer of the Splendour in the
Sculpture Vale. Here prevails Preater Clogavris.” Blow your flute at that, Glave.
When the cheers abated, Clogavris pulled out his clawft, then tapped his lips. “Get me smoking
leaves. Pink, light blue, silver.”
Woorg sculptures and other vapouristic artwork, likely Glavian, swelled among the machinery
on the factory floor. Alphang feigned swordplay. “I’m expecting another designer, the Azure
Inferno. Do you know him?”
“Obscure Inferno.”
“Azure . . . . oh . . . obscure.” Alphang laughed, dexterously.
“He hasn’t had the pleasure of meeting me yet.”
Alphang guided the observation platform to the peak of a tall aggregate pile, then grabbed a
handful. “Woorg starts with this, and ends there.” He pointed his horn across the factory, toward
a gate that proclaimed its vapouristic superiority with shimmering swells of woorg.
Alphang zigzagged his imaginary sword before Clogavris. “Fool am I to question you, but what
do you suppose lies beyond that gate?”
As Clogavris contemplated the response to best sustain his reputation, his clawft streaked ash
across Alphang’s uniform.
Alphang stared at it, and his horn glimmered. That laugh lunged again. “A true honour. A
signature from Preater Clogavris, whose clawft exhalations make mine look paltry.”
“I am vapour.” The peal from across the factory again. It sounded much like the trumpets that
resounded on the day that Shorelance Castle was completed.
“Past that gate, we gather the binding agent. It allows us to bind one surge of woorg to another,
while permitting the flexibility that you so deftly achieve with your buildings.”
A shout: “To arms, to arms.” The machinery stopped. The warning came from a worker stationed
at an upper-level window.
Alphang grasped a crossbow, then shouted at the workers. “Arms arms prepare.” He guided the
platform toward the window. “Gouges. A sceptern. He may have seen a sceptern flying by.”

First a billop, now a sceptern? Had reason completely fled Dovena? The workers hurried. They
had crossbows and swords. When they reached the entry, they stopped. They peered up at the
platform, which continued toward the window.
Clogavris clutched his flumeblade medallion. How to show his indifference? His higher-level
aesthetic concerns? He turned his back to them, and admired the vapouristic flourishes on the
ceiling.
Alphang’s horn scraped against something. The platform stopped. They had reached the window.
Alphang analysed the treetops. “We’ve used bowseeds and hailberries to lure them. I shall wear
the neck of a sceptern.” First, the scepterns had died out years ago. Second, when they lived,
their necks were longer than a man’s arm.
Clogavris raised his medallion. “When the Splendour in the Sculpture Vale is complete, the sun
shall worship it.”
“I shall wrap a sceptern’s neck around my neck, and, by gashes, its sumptuous feathers shall
adorn me.”
Below them, the workers waited at the entry.
But what finally appeared in the tree was a common canerock. “Gouges.” Alphang growled and
fired the crossbow. The bird tumbled to the ground. Alphang screamed at the workers. “Get
back, or get gored. Get back to your posts.”
When Glyde Rivulus bequeathed to Clogavris the flumeblade medallion, he said, “Heed life.”
The peal from beyond the gate returned. The trumpet sounded like that the day that the whole of
Dovena gathered beneath Shorelance Castle’s swells of woorg to praise Clogavris’s design.
A worker ascended to the platform, then presented the smoking leaves that Clogavris had
requested. Alphang threw aggregate in the worker’s face. “He said silver. Those leaves smoke
light green.”
The worker rocked pitiably and stared at the floor. “Sorry I’m very sorry. I’ll pick this up and,
sorry, I’ll get another. I’ll get the silver.” A drop of his sweat fell on the floor. “Oh, oh, here . . . I
. . . for this, I am sorry.” He rubbed it with his finger, and it left a tiny smudge.
Alphang glared at the smudge. His head quivered, and his gowgrack horn glistened. He pulled
out his knife. “Silver. This is silver. See?” He thrust it into the worker’s eye, then pushed him off
the platform. The worker fell a hundred feet before he hit the floor.
The trumpet-like peal intensified as Alphang guided the platform closer to the gate. He talked
about woorg, and about some of the art pieces. Most of the sculptures down there were designed
by Glave. Alphang stopped the platform above a huge vat filled with slush. The slush was black,
and brutal. It looked nothing like the final product.

Another platform moved toward them. On it was a worker and another figure. The figure,
wearing a brown mask, held his hands in the front pocket of a brown cowl. The sword handles
that dangled from his belt clanked when he stepped onto their platform. The worker introduced
him as the Azure Inferno.
Alphang whirled his invisible sword. “By gashes, there’s nothing azure about you, Azure
Inferno.”
The sword handles clinked and the black slush below hissed.
Alphang said, “Where are you from, Azure Inferno? The level hills?”
The Azure Inferno started to remove his hands from the cowl, but then stopped. “Donow.”
“Pierces. You don’t know?”
“Dough-NOW.” Donow Village. Glyde Rivulus had designed many of its small stone structures.
Nothing remotely vapouristic.
The slush grumbled, and Alphang tapped his gowgrack horn. Its point came within two feet of
Clogavris’s head. “Cower, Obscure Inferno. You stand before a great designer.” The Azure
Inferno bowed, only slightly, toward Clogavris.
Clogavris exhaled pink and light blue ribbons, then sliced through them with silver from the
leaves he’d finally received. “Woorg up?”
“Gouges.” Alphang pointed at the belt. “What good is a handle without a blade?”
From beneath the Azure Inferno’s mask came a strange sound, much like the stream sound that
lunatic Sheatherton had made.
As the tour continued, Clogavris smoked his clawft, Alphang intermittently interrupted his
woorg discourses to discuss the sceptern, and the Azure Inferno clinked. They drew closer to the
gate, and the peal grew louder.
The last stop before the gate was a massive block from which the workers retrieved dazzling
swells of woorg. But the gate and the sound behind it were what most impressed Clogavris.
Alphang brought the platform to the floor. His pretend sword prodded the gate. He shouted over
the peal. “Brace yourselves. The binding agent bids us.”
Clogavris touched the gate’s woorg. Its surface, slightly sticky, felt confident, everlasting.

The peal grew louder, and the Azure Inferno’s hands hatched from his cowl. The brown mask
drew close to Clogavris. “He says it like it isn’t.” And those hands flapped and wiggled and
twirled. They moved . . . azurely. Surely it was Sheatherton. Sheatherton, who hated woorg.
The gate began to open.

Consolingly the vestiges of a jet’s bellow settle on the forest.
Ralph urinates into a beer can in the snow. “The fuck is that retard?”
Ward takes off his helmet, then looks into the trees. “Lookit that.”
“Maybe the glarch went to go jerk off and listen to those long-hair fags.”
“Yeah, Ralph. Yes-ha.” Ward twitches, inverts one foot, mumbles. “Fucking Bazooka
Compromise. Heavy metal, man. Bazooka Compromise is the shit, man.”
Ralph grumbles up phlegm, then picks up the can.
“How’s this, Ralph? See that squirrel there? The black one? My dad said the other ones got to
watch out for them black ones. Them black ones’ll steal all the others’ nuts. How’s that? The
black ones.”
Ralph taps his shield buckle. “I’ll bash your brains in with this, ya twiggy bastard.”
Ward points at his ear. “Hear those branches man? Creaking and shit? How’s that? My mom,
she’d probably paint this here. All this shit, with the branches? And this fucked up sky?”
Ralph blows the air horn six inches from Ward’s face.
Ward puts his hands on his knees and groans. “Shit, ah shit Ralph. What did you, what’s the
troublem?”
“I’ll snap that twig of a bitch in half.” Ralph yanks off a branch. “Shit, I need me some whiskey,
boy.”
“How’s this, boy? We’re gonna get fucked up at Dodo’s tonight. Where is that glarch-tard? His
parents got this anniversary shit and they’re gone till Friday.” Ward clasps his hands over his
head. “We’ll get fucked up, boy.”
Snowflakes dissolve in Ralph’s red Mohawk. Three times he flicks the beer can. The urine
splashes in Ward’s face.

Ward spits. “Awph glarch we’ll get . . . where is that glarch? Where’s that fucking glarch-tard
Dodo?”
“Hey . . . bam. What’s that? Bam. What is it?”
“I don’t know. What’s that?”
“The sound when your dad shot himself. Bam.”

Like giant jewelled claws, woorg sculptures stretched over the three of them. They were in a
courtyard.
A butterfly flitted before Clogavris. How weak its reddish-browns and tans looked compared to
the woorg’s celestial colours.
The sword handle belt clinked, and the Azure Inferno made that strange stream sound. It had to
be Sheatherton. The butterfly landed on his brown cowl. The creature’s colours resembled the
stone of Donowan structures.
Alphang bowed, then pretended to rest his head on a sword’s handle. “Behold: my sculpture
garden. Glave designed most of these . . .”
The sound that swept over Alphang’s words contained not just the celebratory blast of the
trumpet, but the cheers of thousands of Dovenans. Across one gap deep in the garden stretched
thick bars.
The peal continued, and the butterfly took flight. Alphang rose. He glowered at the butterfly. The
worker’s blood still stained his knife.
The sound stopped. Alphang growled as he closed in on the defenceless creature. Clogavris
remembered the worker screaming, clutching his bleeding face. Alphang stabbed at the butterfly,
but missed it.
Magisterially the sculptures flickered and swelled and rippled and grappled. The woorg
prevailed.
Clogavris used his clawft to veil himself in clouds of pink and light blue, hooked with silver.
Alphang’s grunts penetrated the smoke.
A clang resounded.
Clogavris stepped out of the clawft cloud. Alphang, with his gowgrack horn askew, huddled in
the fold of the sculpture his horn had rammed.

The butterfly fluttered out of sight. There was something in the stone that Glyde Rivulus had
used. Something in its course surfaces and earthen tones that Clogavris’s teacher admired. But
Rivulus hadn’t been progressive enough to use woorg.
Alphang adjusted his horn, then used his knife to tap a trough. One end of it entered the factory
wall. The other rose into the sculpture garden. “Behold, my binding agent. By gouges, it is
beautiful. No binding agent, no woorg. No woorg, no vapouristic structures.” Through the trough
and into the factory flowed a thick liquid that gleamed viciously.
Again the sound overtook the garden, and something swept through that same gap with the bars.
Something colourful and bright and sail-like, and in that sound, there was a desperation not in the
trumpet’s peal. That worker convulsed in a pool of his own blood after Alphang pushed him off
the platform.
The sail swept by again. Red yellow green blue.
Alphang drove down his imaginary sword. “Go into my garden. Strike out at the wonder at its
core.”
A worker swept by the gap. He held a long pole and looked up.
The peal again—there was a gurgling in it—and the Azure Inferno was gone.
Clogavris clutched his clawft. “That sound is . . .” He exhaled blades of silver.
Alphang bowed. “You will see its source when you step over there.” His horn pointed at a
sculpture that rose higher and stood more gallantly than any of the others.
That sculpture gloated as Clogavris approached it. Its shape thumped and its colours chanted.
Clogavris rounded the sculpture, and its illustrious texture merged with the peal.
A large gap at the garden’s core revealed not a sail, but the wing of a caged creature. Long tubes
connected to the underside of its wings, and its neck, glistening with brilliant colours, rose
column-straight between sculptures. A huge woorg swell obstructed Clogavris’s view of where a
thick pipe met the creature’s head.
Alphang’s voice chopped behind Clogavris. “Behold, the billop, the great guardian of beasts.”
“Where . . . a myth.”
“Tremble at the truth.” The billop was reputed to discharge a scent—it smelled like cinnamon—
that immobilized its victims. Then it clamped them in its spiked wings. The spikes injected a
toxin that caused unimaginable pain and eventually, death.
A worker used the sharp pole to prod the creature. The billop released its gurgling howl.
Clogavris stuffed more leaves into his clawft.

Alphang tipped back his head, then held the knife’s tip just above his lips. “That pipe pumps
precious metals and gems into the beast’s stomach so it can’t release the scent. Then we agitate
it. What do you suppose happens then?”
The multi-coloured wing banged against the cage. Clogavris nearly dropped his clawft.
“By gashes, it makes the binding agent. It drips from its spikes, and we collect it.” Alphang
shouted at the creature, then pretended to shoot it with a crossbow.
From beyond the garden’s walls glided a birdsong that merged the strength of kings with the
beauty of . . . what?
Alphang ran. His horn crashed into one of the sculptures, then he fell. “Pierces. Did you hear
that?”
The clinking of the sword handle belt. The Azure Inferno, his hands aflutter, ran to them. “I just
saw a sceptern. Outside the garden. It flew toward the woods.”
Alphang rose, shouted, “Arms arms, to arms, by gouges. To arms.”
Clattering from the centre of the garden. Alphang adjusted his horn. “A sceptern, a sceptern. I
shall have a sceptern.” Shouting and grasping his horn, he ran tipsily out of the garden. The
workers followed.
Clogavris and the Azure Inferno were alone. The latter removed his mask. It was Sheatherton.
“You need to release the billop. The trick is you must work quickly.” The creature howled.
Sheatherton’s hands thrashed and he yelled. “It’s suffering, suffering greatly, and that’s the live
truth.” He’d known the billop was there. “Release the latches and you will free it.”
Clogavris had struggled to solidify his reputation as a meticulous designer, and a meticulous
designer could not be rushed. “Get me smoking leaves. Something in a mauve.”
“There’s no time for that. You have to release it, while I keep them occupied.” Sheatherton
fumbled under his cowl, then removed a flute. His fingers twiddled over the instrument. “Sounds
a lot like a sceptern, no?”
“You made that birdcall?”
“I did.” Sheatherton’s hands flailed towards the sculptures. “And I made these.”
The bizarre figure standing before Clogavris was the Azure Inferno, and Francis Sheatherton.
And he was Glave, the long-vanished inventor of vapourism. Glave, who mimicked the birds
with his flute, and the sunsets with his structures.

“These sculptures, Shorelance Castle, any woorg structure. They say it like it isn’t. Your master
Rivulus was right; I was wrong. Release the latches. Set the billop free.”
Clogavris tapped his clawft against a sculpture and it chimed. “It will kill me.” And it would kill
all the structures he was destined to design.
“Nafh. It’s only after those who knowingly harm other creatures.”
Clogavris kept tapping, and the chime paid homage to his distinctiveness.
Francis Sheatherton/the Azure Inferno/Glave put the flute beneath his cowl. “Every structure that
we’ve cast in woorg is born of these creatures’ suffering. Release it. It’s in ya to release it.” With
hands fluttering and sword handle belt clinking, he retreated.
The creature’s wing, vibrant as one of Clogavris’s clawft clouds, slapped against the cage. The
latches clattered.
Clogavris tapped, and the woorg chimed.
Then the billop wailed.
Clogavris stayed his clawft and clutched his flumeblade medallion. “The flumeblade plant can
scar,” Rivulus had said. “And it can heal. Listen to its leaves.”
Clogavris hurled his clawft over the garden’s wall.

A chirp swabs at the winter-battered woodland and summons spring.
A blare overtakes the chirp.
Ralph, wearing his snarling helmet and red-lensed goggles, taps the air horn against his shield
belt buckle. He stretches his neck, then yells into the forest. “Ward, ya dumb fuck. Ward.”
The sky is pink and orange. Ralph mumbles, “The fuck is that twiggy bastard?”
The branches crinkle, and Ralph removes his belt. He repeatedly whips a tree with the buckle.
The chirp resumes. Ralph sounds the air horn until its blare fades. The chirp continues. He
presses the button, but the horn makes no sound.
“Shut up, bitch. I’ll snap you in two, you bitch. I’ll snap . . .” He hurls the horn into the trees.

He stretches his neck and his arms. He removes a flask from a compartment on his snowmobile.
A light blue feather trembles by his boot. He depresses one nostril, then expels mucous. It misses
the feather.
Water drops cover the red jaws on his helmet. He opens the flask, then shouts, “You glarch
bastards. I got the fucking whiskey. It’s right here.”
Before the flask gets to his mouth, his arm pauses. His body remains motionless for seconds,
minutes, and there is an aroma. Cinnamon.
THE END
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ROBOT PLAGUE by Jeff H
Ma served dinner on a chilly Monday night. She poured the milk and gave Billy some peas to go
with his fried steak and cornbread. Billy glared up at his mom, and then slammed his small fists
into the table.
“Darn it Ma, you know I don’t like peas!” Billy yelled. “I can’t stand ‘em! I never want to see
‘em! The day you see me eating peas is the day a robot’s replaced me!”
“Sorry dear,” Ma apologized as she scraped Billy’s plate. “I didn’t know.” She put the peas back
into the serving bowl and quickly walked into the living room. On the couch Pa was reading his
newspaper. Outside, the wind began to howl.
“Your son’s yelling about his food again,” Pa muttered without looking up.
“Billy used to eat peas before the baby was born,” Ma replied, “and he used to love them. I’ve
heard of children learning to like food, but they can learn to hate food, too? Where does he get
these ideas?” She fell into the couch next to her husband.
“Beats me, but I know where he got that robot idea—looky here.” Pa turned his paper toward Ma
and showed her the story on the front page. The headline, in big, bold letters, read “ROBOT
PLAGUE CONFIRMED.”
“So the outbreak’s real and it’s got twenty people so far,” Pa explained. “They went to bed one
night as humans, woke up the next day as robots! And it can spread just be being near one for
long enough! Truly, have you heard of a scarier thing?”
“Oh my,” Ma replied. She shook her head as she turned to the crib and picked up the baby. “That
is disturbing.”

On Tuesday Ma gave Billy some cauliflower to go with his casserole and mashed potatoes. It
was colder than the day before but the air was calm, and so was the house—until Billy saw his
vegetable.
“Dang it Ma, you know I feel about cauliflower! Jeepers, really, it’s worse than peas! It’s
AWFUL! It’s DEEE-SCUUU-STING! The day you see me eating cauliflower is the day a
robot’s replaced me!”
Ma had made it halfway across the kitchen before Billy’s tirade began. She rushed back to the
table, knocking over his water in the process, and took the cauliflower away. “I’m very sorry,
Billy, really I am. Of course you don’t like cauliflower! And I’m sorry about the water. I’ll clean
it up—”
For all Ma’s efforts Billy spat in her face.

Back in the living room Pa was at the paper again. “You really should get that boy in line,” he
advised as Ma sat down. “That’s no way to talk to a parent.”
“I just wanted him to be healthy,” Ma whispered, her face speckled by saliva and blank with
shock. “Like how I made sure the baby got her prenatals. The Journal said that cauliflower is rich
in fibre and vitamin C. And cauliflower has chemicals that prevent cancer.”
“Well cancer’s bad,” Pa agreed, “but it’s certainly not the worst thing.” He showed Ma the
newspaper again.
“ROBOT PLAGUE SPREADS, HUNDREDS INFECTED.”
“Could there be anything more awful? Just poof—they turned into machines, and in less than a
day!”
“I don’t know,” Ma murmured. Once more she picked up the baby and began to pat its back. “I
just don’t know.”

On Wednesday Ma gave Billy some stuffing to go with his turkey. Wisely, or so Ma thought,
Billy hadn’t even been offered the creamed corn; it sat in a dish on the end of the table furthest
from the boy.
“Maaaaa!” Billy seethed as mom put the serving spoon back. “You nut! You maniac! I hate,
hate, hate stuffing! Are you trying to poison me, because THAT’S WHAT IT FEELS LIKE!
Holy cow, the day you see me with stuffing in my mouth is the day a robot’s replaced me!”
Billy threw his plate onto the floor. Then, for good measure, he shattered his glass of juice
against the wall. As everything fell to the floor Ma wailed and darted away.
“Jeez Ma, are you parenting that child or not?” Pa asked as his wife ran to the coach. “You’ve
been letting him get away with everything since the baby was born.”
“Well… I’ve been busy,” Ma replied. “And I could use a little help around—”
SNAP! Pa turned to a new page in newspaper. He read it for a minute, then SNAP! He turned the
pages again. A few moments passed until Pa lowered his reading: “So… what happened?”
“I knew he didn’t like vegetables,” Ma cried, “but now it’s stuffing? We always eat stuffing on
Wednesdays—what’s gotten into him? Oh Lordy Lord, what am I going to do? He’s a monster!”
She buried her face in her hands.
“Well, that is peculiar… and maybe it is more than just your fault, but…” Pa thrust the paper
forward. “AS LONG AS HE’S NOT A ROBOT! Look at this!”

The front page was a mix of frightening pictures, apocalyptic text, and boxes with survival
advice. “AS MONTH ENDS NUMBER OF ROBOTS SKYROCKET!” read the bolded
headline, and under it: “Will someone you know be next??? Plague replaces humans over three
times faster than previous thought!!!”
“To think, robots in our county, or even our town!” Pa shouted. “Why, there could be robots in
our neighbourhood. There could even be robots next door! Does that scare you Ma, because it
sure as heck scares me!”
Ma did not answer. Instead, she went over to the crib and put a bottle of milk in the baby’s
mouth.
The little girl’s face began to scrunch. “There-there,” Ma cooed, “there-there. Don’t let all the
noise bother you.”
Ma rocked the cradle back and forth. The baby relaxed. She finished the milk, then gurgled.
Across the living room, Pa had a request: “Ma, my feet are getting cold—have you seen my
slippers?”
In the kitchen, Billy called out that he was leaving the house to play with friends. As for when
he’d return: “When I feel like it!”
And in reply to both, Ma wiped tears off her cheeks as she whispered over and over again, “As
long as he’s not a robot….”

The sun rose on Thursday to reveal frost climbing up spider webs and across windows panes.
Outside birds remained huddled in their nests, and inside Pa snored beneath a quilt. That was
until Ma leaned forward and shook him awake. The baby was in her arms.
“Huh? Wha—what’s wrong?” Pa asked. He blinked several times as he looked at the baby. “Is it
her? Is she sick?”
“No,” Ma replied with a hiss. “But go to the living room quick. And take your gun.”
Pa slid out of bed and ran to the closet. “What’s in the living room?” he asked as he pulled out
his gun. And then: “Hey, Billy’s down there—he usually wakes early to watch cartoons!”
“Well, it was Billy watching cartoons an hour ago, but now…” Ma trailed off.
Pa sucked in his breathe. “A robot?” He mimed stiff robot movement with his arms and legs and
jerked his head about.

In reply Ma only nodded.
Another, briefer moment, and then Pa made the sign of the cross. “God save us all,” he cried. He
shoved cartridges into the rifle and cocked its hammer back. Then he charged out of the room.
“Don’t be surprised if there’s more blood than circuits and servos,” Ma called out after Pa. “I
don’t think he’s changed all the way yet!”
“I understand!” came the reply from halfway down the stairs.
There was thudding, and then Billy’s voice rang out: “Hey Pa, I want some food, I’m
STARVVVVVING! Tell Ma to get in here right now and get me some toast and jam and—”
But Pa’s voice cut him off: “Domo arigato you impersonating, contagious automaton! YOUR
PLAGUE WON’T GET THE REST OF US—EAT LEAD AND DIE!”
Ma covered the baby’s ears as gunshots echoed throughout the house. The bedroom windows
shook. The bed’s box spring vibrated like a cello and the dresser mirror fell to the floor.
“You’ll grow up to be a nice girl, won’t you?” Ma asked as the house grew quiet. She stroked
her girl’s hair, then gave her a kiss.
Ma turned toward the stairs. “Is it dead?” she yelled down.
“Terminated!” Pa yelled up.
And for the first time since the baby was born, Ma smiled.
THE END
Jeff H blogs at https://batchandnarrative.com
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THE DOLEFUL TALE OF THE BUCKET OF BLOOD by Francis-Marie de Chatillon
Part 1.
A.D. 1722 and a freezing winter’s night sometime in early January. Snow blankets the ground
and hugs at the trees. This night a man sits writing nervously in his journal. His handwriting,
usually so well crafted, is faltering now and betrays the porter and brandy he has been overconsuming in the last days; but not only this, for the weeks before Christmas and St. Stephen’s he
had passed in a wakeful fear both for his life and his sanity. Even a casual observer can see that
his eyes stare crazed-like from the library into the grounds of his capacious country house.
Suddenly, a loud crack and spit from the fire sees him jump in alarm. He looks sharply around
the room and its many beautiful volumes. A long woeful moan escapes him and he buries his face
in his hands displacing backwards his fashionable wig. He takes up the quill again and continues
writing…….
The True and Unvarnished Journal of:
Sir Humphry Valentine Cuthbert Hynde, Bart.
of Upper Threshing, Berkshire.
To those who come upon this poor journal I must ask both their forbearance in the reading of
and, indeed, their forgiveness for its shameful content. Oh, for in truth this is a record of
proceedings most contrary to God and man. I pray for mercy for my part in those events, yet I
expect no clemency. That said read on, and of your charity offer the Most High petition for my
miserable soul.
Our gracious king, George of Hanover, had been enthroned but 7 years when my downfall
started. It was the Christ’s mass period, and Epiphany was not yet come. The weather was
bitterly cold with much wind, yet my heart was happy and lifted. The early season’s round of
parties had been successful and many alliances romantiques had been formed. High in spirits and
looking for more entertainment, I had written and sent post haste to my oldest friend Lord
Willoughby in Kent. I suggested we should travel together down to the West Country, where my
aunt, Lady Frances Somerville, was entertaining at her estate for the New Year period. Despite
the inclemency of the weather I envisioned little problems with the journey as the turn-pikes
were usually negotiable, and we would take extra horses, and servants in a second coach, to
assist us if we became stuck.
So it was that I waited that fateful Friday after Christmas for Jasper to arrive. We had planned to
spend the Saturday here at Threshing Court near the Berkshire-Wiltshire border, and leave
Sunday so as to have plenty of time for our arrival by New Year’s Day on the Thursday.
Although but two, I had my cooks prepare a lavish table for the evening meal I was anticipating:
winter soup, cod and oyster sauce, fowl la Montmorenci, glazed ham, lamb chops and various
delights of goose, pies and tarts, bife-steak Chateaubriand, quails, and many buttered vegetables
and jellies.
I waited quite impatiently actually, but only because I hadn’t seen Willoughby for many months
now: he had been invited to the same social events, the same round of parties, but we had not

always been mutually available to attend. So my impatience was born out of a quiet excitement.
Willoughby, like me, was approaching 30. Like me he was extremely wealthy. Like me, a keen
swordsman in and out of the bedchamber.
He was taller than me, with a more aesthetic look to his cast.
I watched from the great dining room window up the long tree lined drive as the afternoon light
began to fade and hoped there had been no issue to detain Willoughby. Then, standing by the
fire, I poured myself a stiff brandy and downed it in a single draught, then poured another. I had
just thrown myself onto a large chair pondering some nebulous problem when I thought I could
hear the clatter of hooves approaching; going to the window I saw in the distance the labouring
of horses and a coach approaching at a steady trot. ‘Hoskins!’ I shouted loudly. Hoskins was my
personal manservant and a trusted fellow. He entered quickly, for he was a fellow who could
anticipate my needs in most circumstances, and in all probability had also been watching out.
‘Hoskins man, move the servants into action quickly! See that Lord Willoughby is well received
from his coach!’ With that Hoskins left me at a brisk march to attend my greeting, and organise
the billeting and feeding of Willoughby’s servants and stowage of all the accompanying
impedimenta.
It was not long before I greeted Willoughby in the library after he had divested of his travelling
garments. ‘Hynde! My dear fellow! Give me a drink, I’m parched and cold!’ he cried as he
entered. Willoughby was known as a straight talking type and I admired him for it. ‘With
pleasure, Jasper!’ I said, as we clasped hands firmly and embraced in the manly fashion of the
English. I poured Willoughby a large cup, and we drank our mutual health in goodly measure.
We warmed by the bright fire clutching our mulled wine and fortifying ourselves further with the
small winter game-pies, which are traditional in this part of Berkshire. We talked: Willoughby
was making damnation of the bitter journey and the many frustrations at his estate; I the reluctant
flogging I’d had administered to some recidivist in the village, along with more merry banter.
Soon, however, Willoughby said,
‘You know, the weather here is worse than in Kent, and I’ve heard tell that it may be worse in
the West of the country. So we should leave Upper Threshing pretty early on the morrow, don’t
you think, Hynde?’
‘To that Willoughby, I’ve already given instructions. We shall be ready to go immediately after
our break-fast, which will be taken earlier than usual at 8am, if that suits.’
‘It’s a capital plan, Hynde.’ Then sotto voce, ‘The turn-pikes are good Humphry my friend, but
they may be unreliable.’ He was looking a little pensive and I cocked an eye at Willoughby, as
he was unknown to pessimism.
Oh! I wonder now, as I scratch on these pages, did he have any six-sense inkling of the mournful
happenings that would soon overtake us? I remember casting my gaze to the darkening afternoon
and the sudden snow-flurries that sped topsy-turvy past the windows, and I felt a pale hand of
something unknown pass over our expected merriment.

Part 2.
These uneasy feelings soon evaporated as dinner approached. Willoughby had always made a
good plate; it amazed me how he could eat and drink so much without putting on even a grain of
Avoirdupois: I, in contradistinction, went to fat. Our jolly dinner was made finer, as it happed, by
the unexpected arrival of Sir Sidney Spencer, my nearest neighbour. He called to present me
with the compliments of the season-which he had not been able to do due to circumstances-and
with this a handsome gift of a rundlet of aged brandy. I invited him to stay and dine. Now, Sir
Sidney was a game fellow in his early 60s. He had that florid complexion of a true pleasure
seeker and a girth to match. Being the King’s commissioner for wheat in the counties of
Berkshire and Wiltshire, and making the most of the opportunities the position afforded, he had
consequently become rich beyond his humble boyhood expectations.
Dinner was announced at 8pm. We set-to in fine form, relaxed and free from the strictures of
protocol that attach themselves to dining when ladies are present. My dogs all lay about awaiting
the predictable fun, which they knew from of old. There were the expected jokes, the inevitable
innuendo concerning a certain elderly Lady M (at which Sir Sidney seemed to laugh too heartily,
too hastily, not have seeded that particular furrow), and much more nonsense besides. The fire in
the dining room burned briskly with only the occasional blow-back of smoke due to the strong
winds that had developed over the afternoon and evening. Yet the sudden loud chattering of the
windows as a blast hit them, and the ghostly scratch-scratching of the ivy and overhanging
branches of a tree against them, gave me again disquiet.
‘I say Sir Humphry, you always have a fine table. Fine table indeed, young man!’ he remarked
loudly, and with that (and it was one of the sports we gentlemen enjoy when dining) he put down
24 silver shillings. ‘I put it on that deer-hound of yours, Hynde, at 3-1. There!’ Willoughby
slammed down hard his silver and picked my otter-hound and I, in turn mine, on a small ratting
terrier I kept in the house. We each picked a couple handfuls of goose bones and fowl parts and
flung them across the room. With whoops and tally-hos we excited the dogs to the game. The
dogs, for their part, seeing the fun now afoot, shot forward and raced each other for the pieces.
The winner was the dog that gained the bones first and devoured them the fastest. It was a mêlée
of fun and barks and snaps and snarls! We banged on the table. We jumped up and down at the
antics of the canines. Then again more flesh and bones flew around, for the first was only to
prime the dog’s excitement and to spur them! I saw the otter-hound, keen as mustard, dive under
a Doberman and snatch a duck’s leg away from a Flat Coated retriever. The retriever then chased
elsewhere and jumped on a plover carcass that was overlooked somehow. Yes, a real mêlée!
Who had the upper hand was still in the balance. I was still confident of my little ratter when the
wine of our enjoyment turned as bitter as the bitterest gall.
Malmsey, one of my red-setters, as sweeter bitch as you could imagine and named after that
famous sweet Mediterranean wine, was suddenly savagely set on by the otter-hound. The other
dogs, hearing the attack, their blood up in competition and obeying their natures, turned their
attention to her. It was fast and furious. She screamed in fear and pain as teeth tore into her. She
tried to run headlong to me but was gripped by a hind leg. In complete submission she tried to
roll and show her belly, as dogs and wolves do; but the others had, as I say, truly their blood up.
The huge deer-hound ripped her open in one ghastly, grisly and sanguineous shake. We, horror

stricken yet fearing intervention, had made only small ground towards the impending carnage
that would be Malmsey. I saw the deer-hound eye us predatorily, head down and walking slowly
towards us, preparing an imminent attack. The look made my blood run cold. Quickly, I pulled
my pistol and shot it dead. It fell near to what was the husk of Malmsey. Servants were now
banging hard on the door for entry, shouting in alarm because of the noise and the pistol-shot.
Spenser flung the door open to them and to a man they stood agape at the scene.
Later, the dinner now cold in both our stomachs and in our spirits and the servants whipping the
frenzied dogs out into the icy night, we sat at table again, all shocked to our own degree.
Willoughby was the first to speak, ‘Damnable thing, Hynde. Damnable thing that!’ He gripped
my arm. We drank some more, and then more to assuage our unpleasant feeling. I brushed it all
off as absolutely of no consequence. I lied. The silence was thick as Spencer pushed the 24 silver
shillings to me. He muttered something inaudible and then called Hoskins for his cloak. He said
nothing more to me before he left. Perhaps he felt some guilt, but I cannot say. As I write of this
unhappy ending to a convivial evening, I ask you, could there have been any clearer auger of
doom to come?

Part 3.
The events of the previous evening now calmer in our minds and with the restorative of sleep,
Willoughby and I left full-hampered for the West Country that Sunday morning. We decided not
to break-fast but to get on. The weather was turning in on us and we had to make it to the inn of
the ‘Traveller’s Respite’ at the end of the second turn-pike, which was just over the WiltshireSomerset boarder. This was a good distance. Hoskins was with us sitting on top with my
coachman all wrapped against the biting cold and the increasing snowfall. The second coach,
with burly servants (for protection and muscle if we got stuck) and four trailing horses followed
close behind. We passed reasonably soon from the familiar parts of Berkshire with its mixture of
pasture and woodland, which gave way to more thickly forested parts of Wiltshire. Willoughby
and I passed the brandy flask to-and-fro for nips to ward off the cold: it seemed that even the
inside of the coach had become an ice house. I looked from the coach windows at the steep,
snow-covered hills dotted with ancient trees; odd stony outcrops of rock came into view that
seemed to have been crafted by an unknown race. Trees, hung with increasing snow, became
giant ghosts of childhood fears, and in the dimness of increasing twilight shadows played tricks
and the imagination fed on them.
Coach journeys are long, bumpy and rough on one’s frame, and need considerable preparation.
Signs are unreliable: they fall over or twist in the wind; milestones can be worn to illegibility;
landmarks obscured in bad weather. Towards evening, some miles into Wiltshire and
anticipating our inn late that night, a tremendous thud hit the top of the coach and both
Willoughby and I jumped with fright. I thought a bough had come down on us and caused
damage. I banged hard with my cane on the coach roof and shouted a halt.
“What the devil was that, Hoskins? Are you alive? Dead?” “What?” I pulled the window down
sharply and put my head out into the freezing night.

“All ‘twas but a block of ice Sir ‘umphrey. Fell off a tree. Though fair near did for the coachman
sir!” He sniggered at the thought and it angered me. He could be a little immature.
“Then be careful man!” I cried back. “Lord Willoughby and I cannot be left here with a dead
coachman. Understand?”
“Sir ‘umphrey”
Now fully apprehensive, the journey wore on and proper darkness engulfed us. Progress lessened
considerably now as the snow had become a blizzard. The brandy flask passed between us again
and again; hampered food also. How I wanted to cry out for hot bife-steak or a lamb hot pot! The
road, already churned in previous weeks by rain, was now frozen and littered with ice. I began to
regret the unwisdom of my plans to visit my aunt in such weather. It was a little later that
Willoughby had an idea: one we should have seen well before. The following coach had four
men inside and that coach was followed by four horses. Should we not use them as out-riders?
They could carry torches and show the way! This sounded a capital idea and soon we were
moving again, but still slower than earlier. After about half-an-hour we encountered a sign-post,
which should have directed us to the route we needed to take; but to our dismay it stood at an
angle with the directions pointing to the ground or to the sky or anywhere. This was not good
and only enhanced my growing alarm. We took what seemed to be the broader road, reasoning it
to be a ‘pike’ road and so lead us to our destination. Soon, we entered a thick piece of forest
where the road just wound on, and disconcertingly the wood thickened still further. It seemed to
envelop us as the branches reached ever lower and skitted over us. Worse, in the flicker of the
torches I thought I saw some hideous creature, something demonic stalking us tree-to-tree,
seemingly waiting with some gruesome design. I shuddered inside my travelling clothes and held
my breath. Then, on a sudden, a loud cry was let out by one of the outriders, and to my further
dismay we discovered the second coach had hit a particularly deep rut and thrown a wheel and,
slithering sideways into a ditch, had then broken the back axle!
We were now in the worst of all possible pickles. The coach was stuck fast and in the tip had
shed our baggage into the snow. Luckily, we freed the horses and tethered them to mine and
Willoughby’s coach. After much debate Willoughby and I decided that we should go on with
Hoskins as our out-rider, the others wait with the stranded transport until we could reach the inn
and seek some assistance. Reluctantly, we moved on and I have to confess I feared for those left
behind as my mind played over the ‘thing’ my fancy had seen.
Luck was not on our side. After some time and very late of clock Hoskins reported a tree down
across our path. Coated with heavy ice and fresh snow it had succumbed to gravity and blocked
our path. Willoughby and I stared at each other and drank deeply from the flask. Unable to turn
around (for what purpose I know not, as the other coach blocked any way back) we could only
go forward. Again, we released the two draw-horses and tethered them on long ropes. Hoskins
was detailed to stay with the coach whilst Willoughby and I made forward on foot. Hoskins was
to return to the other coach, and all were then to ride back and report events if he failed to
receive help here by day-break.
Willoughby and I walked on for a seeming eternity when we perceived a dim light in the

thickness of the woods. Our hearts leapt. We crashed through the undergrowth and low-hanging
branches receiving small cuts and bruises and tears to our attire. Willoughby stumbled many
times in the tanglements of brambles; I careered and fell over an unseen log. It was as if the
forest was our bitter enemy. On gaining the light source we were staggered to see that it emitted
from a window of a small inn well hidden among the trees. A fire flamed in what was the tap
room for the common sort. No name hung to distinguish the inn—but we cared little for that—
and finding the door knocked hard for entry.

Part 4.
Our insistent demands with the knocker and hanging-bell were eventually answered in the form
of a middle-aged, stout man whom one could reasonably surmise was the innkeeper. Through the
door we could see that it presented as clean and well ordered, with a background smell of ale and
food. We thanked God! The inn-keep spoke first,
“Good gentlemen, how may I help ye this night, if I can?” He eyed our dishevelled and muddy
state with some interest.
“His Lordship and I are travelling down to Somerset. My aunt, Lady Somerville, is expecting us;
but shortly back on route our coaches came adrift. We will spend the night and pay.” I said, in
the usual manner of these simple dealings. “Bring food and drink. You will also need to get
assistance to our servants and horses stranded some way back.”
Willoughby made to enter yet the keeper seemed hesitant, as he made no customary welcome nor
acknowledgement of our rank, and did not remove himself from the door frame. Then:
“Good sirs all, it would be impossible to help ye now as all the inn is asleep and closed tight for
the night. Is there no other...” His voice trailed off questioningly.
“Absurd, man. I am Lord Willoughby of Lamberhurst, cousin to the Marquis of Maidstone. Here
before you also is Sir Humphry Hynde of Upper Threshing, Berkshire. A magistrate. Now move
aside and victual us. And clean beds, mark you!”
At this the man’s demeanour changed suddenly to one of the most obsequious and helpful, and
he moved aside with the speed of a prize-fighter. We entered into a warm, tolerably furnished
room, threw off our travelling cloaks, and sat near the fire warming ourselves. The inn-keep
speedily brought ale, wine, and brandy and then started to roll out all manner of hot food: a large
piece of roast bife appeared, a crown roast of mutton, roasted potatoes and turnips, and butter
and bread. We fell on it like famished winter wolves.
“I’ll make the arrangements for your retinue good sirs. Will they require rooms here? In the
loft?”
“They will. See the horses are stabled and foddered also.” I answered. He bowed low and
scuttled off about his duties leaving Willoughby and I to eat and drink like men just saved from a

circle of Hell.
It was some time later, after we had devoured the food and were calling for more brandy, that a
young buxom girl came to clear the table. She was pretty, with tousled blond hair and a fine
smile. I could see that she had caught Willoughby’s eye in a moment, as he was watching her
every move. A few minutes later, after more observation, he beckoned her.
“Young girl, forgive me but I forgot to ask the keep here the name of this happy inn, prey tell it
me.” His voice was soft yet commanding and I hazard I knew his intentions.
“Why, sirs, this is The Lamb and finer name for a house that has saved many a soul there isn’t.”
Her voice was enticing. She smiled at us and I could see Willoughby fair warming, and not from
the fire.
She brought more brandy, and some while later the inn-keep arrived bringing us news that our
servants and horses were safe and our baggage recovered. Capital news! The inn-keep stood
waiting for further instructions I imagine, for he made no bow or move to retire from us. I was
watching Willoughby closely in a side-ways fashion, for a change had fallen over him: he
seemed to have the cast of a driven man; an intensity in his eyes that was strange and
unexpected.
“Good inn-keep, the girl that latterly served us; I desire a warm bed this night, so have her sent to
me soon on I retire. Make sure she’s clean and presented well. She will be treated kindly and I
will pay.”
To this the innkeeper stared back, at first blankly, and then with a sort of pleading dismay and
alarm. He became animated to the highest degree. “Oh, my Lord, my Lord, so great a man as
yourself sir, would be but poor served by such a one! She’s young—just turned twenty look
you—and not yet versed in the ways of the bedchamber and the pleasing in thereof!” He was
truly perturbed, yet I could not hazard why. I was curious.
Willoughby cried, “What is it to you? I said I would pay and that should be your only concern!
Absurd man, you will do as I tell you.” And then in a low voice that had every menace, “I will
take no refusal in this matter!”
Now, the keep threw himself to his knees before us, his hands high as in Christian supplication
before the Cross, and with tearful eyes pleaded. “Good Lordship, she is my daughter, my only
daughter! Have compassion. I beg you take another—I have… I have a girl in the kitchen that
will be biddable to be put to it. Or, my Lord, even my wife! Good sir, take her for your
enjoyment; she be eleven years younger than me, my Lord, and she has life in the bedchamber!”
“Curse you, man. The French pox on your wife. I don’t want your wife! What ails your thinking?
I want that girl and have her I will. Mark it!” I took Willoughby gently by the arm at this to
steady him in his outburst.
“My lord, I will not do it. I can’t.” He said this flatly with his tears falling to the wooden floor. I

felt a little sorry for him.
“Can’t? Can’t? Or is it won’t? You dog!” Before I could hold Willoughby further, he was up
from his chair and had hard cuffed the inn-keep across the face. The poor man fell sideways from
his knees, crashed into a drinking stool and rolled prostrate. Willoughby then drew his sword,
moved forward, and was about to make light work of him when I, now also on my feet, grabbed
Willoughby’s arm firmly.
“Hold up! Hold up! Willoughby, this is madness. Madness! For a wench? Forcing a girl is one
thing for us of rank, but murder? Murder will surely follow us like a dog smelling a bitch on
heat! Think man!” I pleaded hard with him and after a moment or two I saw the anger drain from
his eyes and Willoughby, thankfully for us, put up his sword. He sank back into his chair and
took a large swallow from the brandy bottle.
I asked the innkeeper if our rooms were ready and he nodded slowly. A large grazed cheek
presented itself and a fast-forming bruise.
I helped Willoughby up the two flights of stairs to the ‘gentle rooms’. I was accommodated at the
far end of the hallway and Willoughby, strangely I thought, at the end nearest the stairs, there
being four rooms between us. Fires burned in each room. The beds looked clean and well aired.
Blankets were well provided and all had the feeling of giving a comfortable night, despite the
sparsity of carpet. As we knew not about our baggage or servants, apart from being recovered, I
helped Willoughby lay in his clothes on the bed and then covered my poor friend with a blanket
or two. Satisfied that he was comfortable and hearing the first breaths that denote the onset of
slumber, I was content to leave him for the night and retire to my own room, and there,
hopefully, sleep. Once there I threw another log on my fire, and likewise, fully clothed, lay upon
my bed. The inn was very quiet—too quiet I fancied, for I heard no moaning or snoring from any
of the rooms. Sleep came quite soon. As I write this, you, poor reader, will realise that I omitted
my prayers for the night, and this unhappy omission was a mistake concerning the events that I
now relate.

Part 5.
How long I slept I do not know. My pocket watch, always a reliable timepiece, had oddly
stopped at midnight; it must have been the fall in the forest just before we gained the inn that had
caused it so. I lay in the flickering light of the fire thinking how close we had come to disaster on
the journey. It wasn’t much after these thoughts had passed, and as I again drifted off into softslumber, that I thought I heard footsteps on our landing. They were light in touch but none-theless clearly discernible for that. They were approaching my door but then stopped, turned, and
padded back stopping further down. I wondered if another guest had left their bed, but I was sure
we were the only occupiers on this landing. I harkened harder, and heard the turn of a knob then
the slow creak of a door. Swiftly, I left my bed and put my ear to the door. The sounds were
coming from near the stairs, and so to be at Willoughby’s room or thereabouts. I gently opened
my door a crack to better hear what followed, if anything. For a few moments there was no
sound at all, but then I heard, “Ahhh. You’ve come.” It was Willoughby’s voice without doubt:

aristocratic and crisp even in sleepiness. I laughed under my breath. The dog had got his bone
after all, and I marvelled at whether the inn-keep, so guarded of his daughter’s virtue, knew she
had tip-toed up to give the honey from her hive. Ha! Such a jape indeed. I closed the door again
and then lay back on the bed.
I was drifting nicely back into restfulness when the most appalling shrieks and screams occurred.
I heard things crashing to the floor. The sound of smashing mirrors. The door seeming to bang
back and forth with shocking force. Incoherent cries for help rang through the air, and God
knows what else. My blood ran ice-cold as I knew the voice seeking help to be not that of a
girl—but of Willoughby’s! Jumping up I ran, bootless, to where the chaos emitted, which was as
I thought my friend’s room.
The door was shut and upon trying the knob found it fast locked against me. “Willoughby!
Willoughby, man! Open the door! What’s happening?” I cried aloud for help but nothing stirred
in the inn. The noise form within Willoughby’s room was almost deafening. I charged the door
with my shoulder, but despite its seeming ordinariness as doors go, it was as solid as a tree!
“Willoughby!” I screamed again. The door thumped at me and seemed to bow in and out. “Ye
Gods, what’s going on?” I screamed. Running back to my room I took my flint-lock and sword
and ran back to Willoughby’s accommodation. As I gained the door, I saw the figure of the
blond serving wench from earlier just disappearing down the stairs. I was transfixed. She was
wearing a white night shift and carrying a well-bucket from which hung limp-like something
over the side. I thought to fire on her, but was more concerned for my friend. Finding the door
now admitted me with ease, I entered the room.
What scene lay before me I find hard to relate to you in this journal. Words, which usually do not
run from me, seem far on the horizon of my speech. Willoughby lay prone on his bead his
clothes ripped to tatters, as if attacked by a wolf, yet he bore no sign of injury. His breathing was
stertorous. His face was deathly white and his wide eyes stared horrified as if having encountered
the very Devil himself. Yet he lived! The room was in total disarray, but this is a mean word to
describe the pandemonium I encountered. Things were smashed everywhere. A candlestick of
brass was even driven into the very stone of the wall. The fire itself was cold and lay upended
around the room, its soot and debris all over. Blankets were ripped and strewn all around; pillow
feathers also. My God what a sight!
After seeing to Willoughby the best I could I went for help. I ran from the room to the stairs
where the girl had descended earlier. Apart from help I also determined on her capture and
interrogation. What was her part in this monstrous business? What was in that infernal bucket?
Although without a candle, I took the first two stairs at once and to my alarm slipped to my back
and clattered down the first flight. The stairs were both slippery and sticky. “What the deuce?” I
thought, as I tried to rise. I had this horrid liquid all over my clothes. Then I knew: it was blood!
The characteristic iron smell I recognised was all over me. I ventured down the lower stairs
gingerly as I had hurt my back in the fall above and wanted no further injury. Where was
everyone? Why could no one hear the commotion? I gained the ground and looked around the
inn, and then again from top to bottom calling out all the time. There was nobody, not a sign of
life could I find. Even the stables were empty and showed little sign of recent occupancy. There
were no servants housed above in the attic. No inn-keep. No daughter. It was just as if

abandoned. Whatever, Willoughby and I were alive. However, this journal does not end yet.
There is more poor reader, and again I ask your forbearance in the telling and your prayers. How
we made it back to civilization is of no concern. Just thank God that due to luck (finally) and the
good offices of a local gentleman we both made it to my aunt’s house in Somerset, which as it
happens was not far from that cursed inn.
Willoughby’s mind had left him, and he was unable to relate the events that befell him that night.
At Lady Somerville’s, my aunt’s house, my friend was put to recover, if he ever could, from his
stupor. His family was informed and doctors attended him from London for regular bleeding: but
nothing medical availed. It was decided by all that Willoughby should recover a little with us all
here in Shropshire, and then stay with his cousin the Marquis of Maidstone in Kent. I, in shock,
recuperated over some weeks, but was never fully right. Now the strange part of my journal
begins.
I could talk but little of the events at that inn from Hell, but some weeks on and recovering
somewhat, mention was made at a small dinner one evening by a certain Lady J of the district,
who was dining with us, along with her husband. The dinner was cordial, considering the
strangeness of the situation regarding my aunt’s young relation and his friend, which had
necessitated the cancelling of all the normal season’s social intercourse at the house.
“So, young Sir Humphrey, what perchance happened to you both? We’re all agog to know.” My
aunt sighed slightly and looked down meditatively into her fish, but she said nothing of the
directness of this question and its inappropriateness at this time. I decided to finally relate events
as I felt better, fortified by a little wine and broth—for I could hold nothing more. I started my
story: the arrangements for New Year; the journey; the weather; the inn of the Traveller’s
Respite and all else besides up to our arrival. As you can well imagine there was silence; but
silence of an unexpected sort—and more than just a little surprise. The silence was broken by
Lady J:
“That’s a most marvellous story, sir, indeed. But I’m afraid quite wrong in fact. The Traveller’s
Respite is far from where you were found, if Lady Somerville’s account of your finding is
correct. You must have made a mistake.” She said this bluntly, but not unkindly.
I thought hard. Then I remembered the inn was not the Traveller’s Respite! How stupid could I
be? In my shock I had confused one with the other. It was called The Lamb! Yes. The Lamb! I
remembered the serving girl, the in-keep’s daughter, telling us. I explained the confusion, but
this then only fed more confusion. Faces stared at me; my fellow diners said nothing.
“Oh yes, it was The Lamb!” I insisted. “I remember the innkeeper’s daughter saying it was a fine
name for an inn that had saved so many souls. Or something the like.” For a moment only I felt I
was getting better, but then not so.
“My dear boy, my dear boy, what know you of The Lamb?” questioned old Lord J. “For the inn
of that name burned to the ground some years before our good King George took to the throne.
For if The Lamb it is, a fateful and devilish tale is attached.” I stared at him. The rest of the table
stared wide-eyed at me.

Lord J spoke: “The Lamb was a good inn and its reputation for hospitality second to none about
these parts. But there came one cold, stormy night a young Lord D and his knightly companion.
They were given welcome of the warmest kind.
“But, as legend has it, the young Lord decided to sport with the innkeeper’s daughter and did
seed her with child that very night. The in-keep, when discovering this deed, became angry, but
was prepared to overlook this carnal act and the betrayal concomitant, if the young Lord married
his daughter or recognised the child—a foolish thought.
“The Grim Lord D, for that is what we call him about parts here, refused. The in-keep then
cursed to the Devil the Lord and all aristocracy that would seek shelter and hospice from him. In
time, the daughter bore child.
“Now the Lord, enraged by the slight of the curse, rode with men to the inn one night and there
did slaughter all and raze the inn to the ground. But first, he took the young baby and breaking its
bones threw it down the well. But the Lord and his men did not live out the year. The curse upon
them, in a twelve-month all were dead by some means or another. The Lord was thrown from his
horse and snapped his neck before the feast of Christ’s Baptism had come; his companion a year
later, in mysterious circumstances, his body found frozen to a solid in the winter snow. The
others? I can’t recall how they met their end.”
When he had finished we all sat in silence at this ghostly tale: I, finding my breathing difficult in
my fear. Then a shrill cry was heard from above and a tremendous crash emanated from
Willoughby’s convalescing room. As if as one, we all jumped up from the table, a couple of wine
glasses toppling and a piece of cutlery clattering to the floor. We rushed up the long staircase—
even old Lord J trying to climb it at a lick—to find Willoughby; and there we did, but on all
fours near the window. The curtains wide and blowing madly in the winter wind. He had clearly
left his bed in some fever or whatever, and was evidently alarmed beyond measure. He turned an
ashen face to us and pointed out into the black night struggling to speak. “Willoughby!” I cried.
“What ails you, man?” To my horror, my friend from youth then suddenly produced what
appeared to be a piece of a broken water-glass and plunged it deep into his neck. He fell forward
on the floor, a jet of bright arterial blood shooting to the wall. He babbled something incoherent,
fell silent, shuddered in his last throws still pointing, and was dead in moments.
Dear reader, this journal is about to end. It is now a year on from those doleful events just
described. I sit here after writing and look out from my library window into the cold crisp snow,
which again has fallen hard this year. What supernatural events overtook us on the fateful
journey? What unhappy conjunction of stars and planets changed our lives forever that night?
For what greater cosmic purpose, if any? These are questions I have asked myself almost hourly
over the past year as I await the inevitable call. I look from my window and...Ah! Yes, finally it
has come. There she stands waiting in the snow for me to join her. She’s waiting for me, the fine
buxom wench in the white night-shift. And she carries her well-bucket and in it her small broken
baby, hanging loosely and dripping blood into the snow. Now I must go to her. I close my
journal now, for my end has come—and may God have mercy on my soul.

Here Ends The Journal of Sir Humphry Valentine Cuthbert Hynde, Bart.
THE END
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THE CENTURION by Rob Bliss
It was on one of my nightly Dumpster dives that I found my new god. I’m, of course, a
chameleon, blending into the filth of this city, part of its concrete cancer so as not to be attacked
by the viruses that walk passed me every day. You don’t notice the homeless, therefore we are
powerful. We go everywhere and are the true inheritors of the city. Those who live under roofs
constructed for them, who toil and draw sweat to their brows—are we not like them? What is the
difference between you and me? Your wealth is a form of poverty and slavery; my poverty is a
form of wealth and freedom. We are brothers, but you will submit to me. I own the god—you do
not.
Every Dumpster is a treasure chest, and I am a Conquistador slaughtering the Mayans in the
name of a new god. The treasure feeds me, gives me clothing, rewards my searching with tools
and weapons. I cover myself in its reek to ward off predators. On buses and in subway cars, none
will come near me—there is protection in being a pariah.
I live underground, in the tunnels of the subterranean trains, the darkness and the noise keeping
the modern people of the surface at bay. They like to hate those different than themselves, and
what they hate they hurt. I have been beaten for sleeping out in the open—but isn’t the entire
world open? I am in the world more than they can ever be. Spat on, my pennies scattered, called
every slander—they once tried to set me on fire. Where are the laws protecting me? Where is my
day in court, judge and jury remaining impartial when I walk in, dragging my life behind me?
There is no entity to side with me, except those like me. Perhaps. But one has to be truthful—
even down here it’s dog eat dog, rat eat rat, and human eat human. And everyone’s an addict of
something.
As above, so below.
I found a man’s severed head in a box. The box was lined with plastic and there was a postmark
on it. The head had been mailed, its message delivered then disposed of. The death of the
messenger was the message. It was art, on par with the best offered by the ancient Greeks and
Romans. What should I do? How should ethics and morality compel me? “Do the right thing”?
What an ugly phrase, invented by the self-righteous. What is right? In this metropolis, he who
reports crime becomes the criminal. Someone got his head cut off—so what? Isn’t history just
people trying to keep their heads attached for as long as possible?
I wrapped the head back in its plastic and folded the flaps of the box closed. Tucked like a
football into the crook of my arm, I draped a wing of torn coat over it and shuffled through the
streets, the head’s stink masked by my own. People parted like a holy sea, proving that I was a
divinity.
The head began to tell me so as soon as I found it, liberated it.
“Thank you, my son. I shall reward you by making you my son. Take me home and deify me.
Bring me sacrifices and I will bless you with an empire.”

It all made sense. My life had come to this point—I carried the reason for my birth—I was a new
god slinking amongst the heathen masses, none of them recognizing me for who I really was. A
Christ at a crosswalk, waiting for the light to change, the decapitated prophet who foretold my
coming as he inhaled his plastic air. I glared back at the gazes of disgust that were the sentinels
of my holy trek. I smiled black teeth at them and cried out, “Wait for me! I am coming soon to
save you all—you are all filthy heathen scum! You need me, Whores of Babylon! Accept me as
your god or I’ll burn your motherfucking souls!”
They listened, and were sore afraid.
In the tunnel, in my wood and plastic shack, I set the head up on a shelf. On the other side of the
prophet’s head were pasted torn pages from an obscene magazine showing male and female,
female and female, male and male fornication. So many Adams and Eves paying obeisance to
their god. I set candle stubs into soda can bottoms and let the firelight flicker on the mashed and
bruised deformity that was my divinity.
I kissed his mouth and tasted a godly rot.
“Thank you, my son,” the Head said, a cracked-open eyelid gazing down at me on my knees.
“Every god is trapped like a djinn in an ornate bottle. He who frees us becomes gods of earth. Go
forth and find converts. If they do not submit to belief, kill them and bring their heads to me. All
ghosts follow a god or two.”
“Yes, yes,” I muttered through a salivating smile, candle flames like stars to guide my path. “But
what, O Lord, if they resist and I cannot overcome them? If they lock me in their cages, as they
have done before, refusing to accept my divine purpose?”
“You are saved, always. In prison you are free. Amongst the heathen, you retain belief. I am
always with you. The more converts we have, the greater our army. We will enact our holy war
until all submit, and the only laws are those I make. Our empire will not falter. Believe in me,
my son, and I will kill every enemy you ever acquire. Now go.”
With tears bleeding candlelight, I rose to my feet, kissed again the lips of the living corpse of
god, and clutched my box cutter. A tool that can become a weapon, carried by every man and
woman of the streets. When it could not slice through the heads of the drunk and sleeping and
weak and crippled, my teeth could grind gristle, my fists snap bone. I will have my heads. First
the easy targets, then the greater … as with all religions.
“Do you submit?” I will ask. And any who deny will die.
As with any new religions, many must die before the few can be chosen. And as with any aging
religion, the sacrifices must be found every year so that the god will be appeased. Thus are all
gods forged in war.
You may ask: can a piece of scum like myself build an empire so powerful that I will become the
very god of this entire city?

Your answer will come from a carpenter, a farmer, a shepherd, a beggarman and a thief. All
religions, all empires are started by the lowly, the hated, the refuse of civilized humanity.
I will wash and dress in my finest stolen clothing and make a meeting with the democratic
mayor.
His head will be on my shelf by the weekend, and it too will tell me how pleased it is with me for
liberating it from the useless meat it called a body.
Only the spirit is permanent, therefore death is how men are resurrected as gods. I am the
Centurion who nails the god’s body to the cross. No need to thank me. I know I’m holy.
You would do well to kiss my sword.
THE END
Available from Amazon
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THE SEARCH FOR ASTRA PALACE by Gregory KH Bryant
Part Forty-Five
Ward’s appointment with the arena came quickly. The sole delay was only as long as was
required to announce the event. Ward had already developed a reputation among the Scroungers
at the Battle for Callisto, once he and Mud were identified as the two madmen who launched
their insane attack on Turhan Mot’s Ship, the “Grand Marquis”.
In that single attack, Carter Ward and Mud broke the back of the battle. They had destroyed the
landing deck of the “Grand Marquis”, effectively stranding all the fighter ships of Turhan Mot’s
fleet in the Jovian neighbourhood. They could not return to the “Grand Marquis”.
So it was that Turhan Mot lost his entire fleet and almost all of his crew. Were there yet any
loyalists to Turhan Mot among the Scroungers, they kept that loyalty to themselves.
And many there were among the Scroungers who had come to Astra Palace for a few hundred
hours of gambling, fighting and whoring, who were keen to lay eyes on the man who had laid
Turhan Mot low. Seats to the event, once announced, sold out quickly.
The arena itself bore only but a passing similarity to the arenas of Earth. Rather than a circle
surrounding a field, the arena of Astra Palace was built within a sphere. The audience sat on long
benches built into the interior wall of the sphere, while the playing field itself was the region
inside surrounded by the sphere.
The audience was separated from the playing field by a plasma wall which could be sealed off
completely, allowing nothing to pass through in either direction. A series of portals along several
of the longitudes of the sphere allowed contestants to enter and leave the playing field.
Within the spherical playing field were a number of wire steel cages, each large enough to hold
two fighting men. Knives, clubs, swords and any number of weapons were allowed into the
arena.
Gates opened between the cages, creating a series of bewildering labyrinths inside the play field.
Trip wires set off walls of flames, while traps in the cages gave way under the contestants,
dropping them into pits filled with blades. Breakaway floors opened unexpectedly under the foot
of incautious fighters, dropping the unwary into plastic pools of bleach.
A most unpleasant place for those condemned to die there.
All this was made the more bewildering, as `up’, in the very attenuated gravity of this asteroid,
was any direction above the head, and `down’, anything below the feet. The two changed
frequently, as the battle between contestants raged.
Always the showman, Horst Dal took great efforts with his arena, making sure that every seat in
the house gave only the clearest and most unobstructed views. Box seats were plush,

comfortable, and came fully staffed with servants, concubines and slaves. Benches of granite and
marble served for most the public, with grills cooking and filling the area with the hot odours of
spiced meats and fruits. Dancers moved among the audiences crowding into the spherical
stadium. Drums and cymbals played loud a raucous music.
In his long hours waiting in a darkened cage, Ward’s captors gave him no indication of their
plans. He had no idea what was in store for him. His captors fed him in silence, and threw water
on him periodically, in a ritual that substituted for a shower, again, all in silence.
Neither did he ask any questions. He knew, from long experience, that to ask a question was to
reveal an ignorance, and to do that was to reveal a weakness. For those reasons, Ward almost
never asked questions of anyone, and he certainly never once asked questions of those who made
their hostility toward him unambiguous.
The only clue he had that his time in captivity was about to change was in the hours before he
was removed from his cage. From the end of the dark and narrow hallway lined with steel came
a series of sounds, faint and distant at first, but with a cadence that suggested these sounds were
not accidental, but intelligent in origin.
As the minutes passed, the sounds grew in volume. They began to sound like a chant of some
sort. Three women came to Ward’s cage, accompanied by six guards armed with plasma pistols.
“These pistols are set on `Kill’, man,” one of the guards shouted at Ward. “So step the fuck back.
Got it? Just step the fuck back. The ladies are gonna give you a bath, and damn if you don’t need
one.”
Ward did as the guard had told him, and moved to the far side of the cage.
“Turn yer back to me, man, got it?”
“Yeah,” Ward answered, turning his back to the guard.
Three more women came, and with them were six workmen, carrying a large and polished brass
tub. The guard who had spoken to Ward opened the gate to his cage, and the workmen carried
the tub inside.
The women, all dressed solely in purple thongs, showed the workmen where to place the tub and,
once the tub had been put where they wanted it, began filling the tub with water which they
carried into the cage in glass buckets which they filled from a set of spigots at the end of the
narrow hall.
The six guards and the workmen positioned themselves outside the cage, and kept a narrow
watch on every move Ward made. Seeing that, Ward made no trouble. He resigned himself to the
bath.
All six women crowded into the cage and with a series of signals and gestures, they made Ward

to understand that they meant him to climb into the brass tub. As Ward had no clothing, he made
no reason to make any trouble over the demand, so he climbed into the tub. The water was hot. It
steamed and scalded, but still, the man made no complaint, spoke no words.
The women brought with them pouches and bottles filled with ointments and soaps, conditioners
and lotions. Some gave off a very pleasant scent, others were thick and heavy. Ward had never
taken such a bath before—for him, bathing was always strictly functional and efficient. A shower
of fifteen minutes was a squandrous waste of time, and a bath was something absurdly decadent.
He stared at the huge bubbles that floated on the surface of the water while the very athletic
women scrubbed his flesh hard with sponges and cloths, balms, soaps and oils. Pink suds rolled
down his heavily scarred body. The women bathing him took note of the scars, but professionals
that they were, they said nothing. If the client wished to speak of them, he would. Otherwise,
they would not pry.
Pink suds were washed away with water poured from glass buckets. Green suds took their place.
The surface of the water in the gleaming brass tub began took on a deepening iridescence. The
women scrubbed Ward down hard. Streams of soapy water spilled down his body. Ward was
very close to losing all patience in one howling burst of rage when finally, after a tortured twenty
minutes, the bath came, mercifully, to an end.
The women signalled to Ward to stand, which he did. He climbed out of the tub at their
direction, and they rubbed him down, first with rough towels, and then with silks. They then
produced a pair of short pants to wear, which were viridian in colour. The pants were held up
with a green belt, studded with emeralds.
Cleaned, dried and dressed, Ward was carefully handcuffed by the guards, with his hands behind
his back, then ushered out of the cage. Half-walking and half-swimming through the attenuated
gravity, three of his six guards preceded Ward. The other three followed him from behind. The
six workmen broke themselves into two groups of three each. One group of three took up a
position behind Ward and his guards, the second group marched before them.
Leading the procession were the six women who had bathed, dried and dressed Ward. As they
marched forward through the widening hallway, the sounds from the hall grew louder, clearer. It
was a series of chants, chants with a thousand voices behind them.
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
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ERIC BRIGHTEYES by H Rider Haggard
V. How Eric Won the Sword Whitefire
Now Asmund the priest bent down, and Eric saw him and spoke:
“Thou badest me to thy Yule-feast, lord, by yonder slippery road and I have come. Dost thou
welcome me well?”
“No man better,” quoth Asmund. “Thou art a gallant man, though foolhardy; and thou hast done
a deed that shall be told of while skalds sing and men live in Iceland.”
“Make place, my father,” said Gudruda, “for Eric bleeds.” And she loosed the kerchief from her
neck and bound it about his wounded brow, and, taking the rich cloak from her body, threw it on
his shoulders, and no man said her nay.
Then they led him to the hall, where Eric clothed himself and rested, and he sent back the thrall
Jon to Coldback, bidding him tell Saevuna, Eric’s mother, that he was safe. But he was
somewhat weak all that day, and the sound of waters roared in his ears.
Now Ospakar and Groa were ill pleased at the turn things had taken; but all the others rejoiced
much, for Eric was well loved of men and they had grieved if the waters had prevailed against
his might. But Swanhild brooded bitterly, for Eric never turned to look on her.
The hour of the feast drew on and, according to custom, it was held in the Temple, and thither
went all men. When they were seated in the nave of the Hof, the fat ox that had been made ready
for sacrifice was led in and dragged before the altar on which the holy fire burned. Now Asmund
the Priest slew it, amid silence, before the figures of the Gods, and, catching its blood in the
blood-bowl, sprinkled the altar and all the worshippers with the blood-twigs. Then the ox was cut
up, and the figures of the almighty Gods were anointed with its molten fat and wiped with fair
linen. Next the flesh was boiled in the cauldrons that were hung over fires lighted all down the
nave, and the feast began.
Now men ate, and drank much ale and mead, and all were merry. But Ospakar Blacktooth grew
not glad, though he drank much, for he saw that the eyes of Gudruda ever watched Eric’s face
and that they smiled on each other. He was wroth at this, for he knew that the bait must be good
and the line strong that should win this fair fish to his angle, and as he sat, unknowingly his
fingers loosed the peace-strings of his sword Whitefire, and he half drew it, so that its brightness
flamed in the firelight.
“Thou hast a wondrous blade there, Ospakar!” said Asmund, “though this is no place to draw it.
Whence came it? Methinks no such swords are fashioned now.”
“Ay, Asmund, a wondrous blade indeed. There is no other such in the world, for the dwarfs
forged it of old, and he shall be unconquered who holds it aloft. This was King Odin’s sword,
and it is named Whitefire. Ralph the Red took it from King Eric’s cairn in Norway, and he strove

long with the Barrow-Dweller [1] before he wrenched it from his grasp. But my father won it and
slew Ralph, though he had never done this had Whitefire been aloft against him. But Ralph the
Red, being in drink when the ships met in battle, fought with an axe, and was slain by my father,
and since then Whitefire has been the last light that many a chief’s eyes have seen. Look at it,
Asmund.”
Now he drew the great sword, and men were astonished as it flashed aloft. Its hilt was of gold,
and blue stones were set therein. It measured two ells and a half from crossbar to point, and so
bright was the broad blade that no one could look on it for long, and all down its length ran
runes.
“A wondrous weapon, truly!” said Asmund. “How read the runes?”
“I know not, nor any man—they are ancient.”
“Let me look at them,” said Groa, “I am skilled in runes.” Now she took the sword, and heaved it
up, and looked at the runes and said, “A strange writing truly.”
“How runs it, housekeeper?” said Asmund.
“Thus, lord, if my skill is not at fault:—
“Whitefire is my name—
Dwarf-folk forged me—
Odin’s sword was I—
Eric’s sword was I—
Eric’s sword shall I be—
And where I fall there he must follow me.”
Now Gudruda looked at Eric Brighteyes wonderingly, and Ospakar saw it and became very
angry.
“Look not so, maiden,” he said, “for it shall be another Eric than yon flapper-duck who holds
Whitefire aloft, though it may very well chance that he shall feel its edge.”
Now Gudruda bit her lip, and Eric burned red to the brow and spoke:
“It is ill, lord, to throw taunts like an angry woman. Thou art great and strong, yet I may dare a
deed with thee.”
“Peace, boy! Thou canst climb a waterfall well, I gainsay it not; but beware ere thou settest up
thyself against my strength. Say now, what game wilt thou play with Ospakar?”
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“I will go on holmgang with thee, byrnie-clad or baresark, [2] and fight thee with axe or sword,
or I will wrestle with thee, and Whitefire yonder shall be the winner’s prize.”
“Nay, I will have no bloodshed here at Middalhof,” said Asmund sternly. “Make play with fists,
or wrestle if ye will, for that were great sport to see; but weapons shall not be drawn.”
Now Ospakar grew mad with anger and drink—and he grinned like a dog, till men saw the red
gums beneath his lips.
“Thou wilt wrestle with me, youngling—with me whom no man has ever so much as lifted from
my feet? Good! I will lay thee on thy face and whip thee, and Whitefire shall be the stake—I
swear it on the holy altar-ring; but what hast thou to set against the precious sword? Thy poor
hovel and its lot of land shall be all too little.”
“I set my life on it; if I lose Whitefire let Whitefire slay me,” said Eric.
“Nay, that I will not have, and I am master here in this Temple,” said Asmund. “Bethink thee of
some other stake, Ospakar, or let the game be off.”
Now Ospakar gnawed his lip with his black fang and thought. Then he laughed aloud and spoke:
“Bright is Whitefire and thou art named Brighteyes. See now: I set the great sword against thy
right eye, and, if I win the match, it shall be mine to tear it out. Wilt thou play this game with
me? If thy heart fails thee, let it go; but I will set no other stake against my good sword.”
“Eyes and limbs are a poor man’s wealth,” said Eric: “so be it. I stake my right eye against the
sword Whitefire, and we will try the match to-morrow.”
“And to-morrow night thou shalt be called Eric One-eye,” said Ospakar—at which some few of
his thralls laughed.
But most of the men did not laugh, for they thought this an ill game and a worst jest.
Now the feast went on, and Asmund rose from his high seat in the centre of the nave, on the left
hand looking down from the altar, and gave out the holy toasts. First men drank a full horn to
Odin, praying for triumph on their foes. Then they drank to Frey, asking for plenty; to Thor, for
strength in battle; to Freya, Goddess of Love (and to her Eric drank heartily); to the memory of
the dead; and, last of all, to Bragi, God of all delight. When this cup was drunk, Asmund rose
again, according to custom, and asked if none had an oath to swear as to some deed that should
be done.
For a while there was no answer, but presently Eric Brighteyes stood up.
“Lord,” he said, “I would swear an oath.”
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“Set forth the matter, then,” said Asmund.
“It is this,” quoth Eric. “On Mosfell mountain, over by Hecla, dwells a Baresark of whom all
men have ill knowledge, for there are few whom he has not harmed. His name is Skallagrim; he
is a mighty man and he has wrought much mischief in the south country, and brought many to
their deaths and robbed more of their goods: for none can prevail against him. Still, I swear this,
that, when the days lengthen, I will go up alone against him and challenge him to battle, and
conquer him or fall.”
“Then, thou yellow-headed puppy-dog, thou shalt go with one eye against a Baresark with two,”
growled Ospakar.
Men took no heed of his words, but shouted aloud, for Skallagrim had plagued them long, and
there were none who dared to fight with him anymore. Only Gudruda looked askance, for it
seemed to her that Eric swore too fast. Nevertheless he went up to the altar, and, taking hold of
the holy ring, he set his foot on the holy stone and swore his oath, while the feasters applauded,
striking their cups upon the board.
And after that the feast went merrily, till all men were drunk, except Asmund and Eric.
Now Eric went to rest, but first he rubbed his limbs with the fat of seals, for he was still sore with
the beating of the waters, and they must needs be supple on the morrow if he would keep his eye.
Then he slept sound, and rose strong and well, and going to the stream behind the stead, bathed,
and anointed his limbs afresh. But Ospakar did not sleep well, because of the ale that he had
drunk. Now as Eric came back from bathing, in the dark of the morning, he met Gudruda, who
watched for his coming, and, there being none to see, he kissed her often; but she chided him
because of the match that he had made with Ospakar and the oath that he had sworn.
“Surely,” she said, “thou wilt lose thine eye, for this Ospakar is a giant, and strong as a troll; also
he is merciless. Still, thou art a mighty man, and I shall love thee as well with one eye as with
two. Oh! Eric, methought I should have died yesterday when thou didst leap from Wolf’s Fang!
My heart seemed to stop within me.”
“Yet I came safely to shore, sweetheart, and well does this kiss pay for all I did. And as for
Ospakar, if but once I get these arms about him, I fear him little, or any man, and I covet that
sword of his greatly. But we can talk more certainly of these things to-morrow.”
Now Gudruda clung to him and told him all that had befallen, and of the doings and words of
Swanhild.
“She honours me beyond my worth,” he said, “who am in no way set on her, but on thee only,
Gudruda.”
“Art thou so sure of that, Eric? Swanhild is fair and wise.”

“Ay and evil. When I love Swanhild, then thou mayest love Ospakar.”
“It is a bargain,” she said, laughing. “Good luck go with thee in the wrestling,” and with a kiss
she left him, fearing lest she should be seen.
Eric went back to the hall, and sat down by the centre hearth, for all men slept, being still heavy
with drink, and presently Swanhild glided up to him, and greeted him.
“Thou art greedy of deeds, Eric,” she said. “Yesterday thou camest here by a path that no man
has travelled, to-day thou dost wrestle with a giant for thine eye, and presently thou goest up
against Skallagrim!”
“It seems that this is true,” said Eric.
“Now all this thou doest for a woman who is the betrothed of another man.”
“All this I do for fame’s sake, Swanhild. Moreover, Gudruda is betrothed to none.”
“Before another Yule-feast is spread, Gudruda shall be the wife of Ospakar.”
“That is yet to be seen, Swanhild.”
Now Swanhild stood silent for a while and then spoke: “Thou art a fool, Eric—yes, drunk with
folly. Nothing but evil shall come to thee from this madness of thine. Forget it and pluck that
which lies to thine hand,” and she looked sweetly at him.
“They call thee Swanhild the Fatherless,” he answered, “but I think that Loki, the God of Guile,
was thy father, for there is none to match thee in craft and evil-doing, and in beauty one only. I
know thy plots well and all the sorrow that thou hast brought upon us. Still, each seeks honour
after his own manner, so seek thou as thou wilt; but thou shalt find bitterness and empty days,
and thy plots shall come back on thine own head—yes, even though they bring Gudruda and me
to sorrow and death.”
Swanhild laughed. “A day shall dawn, Eric, when thou who dost hate me shalt hold me dear, and
this I promise thee. Another thing I promise thee also: that Gudruda shall never call thee
husband.”
But Eric did not answer, fearing lest in his anger he should say words that were better unspoken.
Now men rose and sat down to meat, and all talked of the wrestling that should be. But in the
morning Ospakar repented of the match, for it is truly said that ale is another man, and men do
not like that in the morning which seemed well enough on yester eve. He remembered that he
held Whitefire dear above all things, and that Eric’s eye had no worth to him, except that the loss
of it would spoil his beauty, so that perhaps Gudruda would turn from him. It would be very ill if
he should chance to lose the play—though of this he had no fear, for he was held the strongest
man in Iceland and the most skilled in all feats of strength—and, at the best, no fame is to be

won from the overthrow of a deedless man, and the plucking out of his eye. Thus it came to pass
that when he saw Eric he called to him in a big voice:
“Hearken, thou Eric.”
“I hear thee, thou Ospakar,” said Eric, mocking him, and people laughed; while Ospakar grinned
angrily and said, “Thou must learn manners, puppy. Still, I shall find no honour in teaching thee
in this wise. Last night we made a match in our cups, and I staked my sword Whitefire and thou
thine eye. It would be bad that either of us should lose sword or eye; therefore, what sayest thou,
shall we let it pass?”
“Ay, Blacktooth, if thou fearest; but first pay thou forfeit of the sword.”
Now Ospakar grew very mad and shouted, “Thou wilt indeed stand against me in the ring! I will
break thy back anon, youngster, and afterwards tear out thine eye before thou diest.”
“It may so befall,” answered Eric, “but big words do not make big deeds.”
Presently the light came and thralls went out with spades and cleared away the snow in a circle
two rods across, and brought dry sand and sprinkled it on the frozen turf, so that the wrestlers
should not slip. And they piled the snow in a wall around the ring.
But Groa came up to Ospakar and spoke to him apart.
“Knowest thou, lord,” she said, “that my heart bodes ill of this match? Eric is a mighty man, and,
great though thou art, I think that thou shalt lout low before him.”
“It will be a bad business if I am overthrown by an untried man,” said Ospakar, and was troubled
in his mind, “and it would be evil moreover to lose the sword. For no price would I have it so.”
“What wilt thou give me, lord, if I bring thee victory?”
“I will give thee two hundred in silver.”
“Ask no questions and it shall be so,” said Groa.
Now Eric was without, taking note of the ground in the ring, and presently Groa called to her the
thrall Koll the Half-witted, whom she had sent to Swinefell.
“See,” she said, “yonder by the wall stand the wrestling shoes of Eric Brighteyes. Haste thee now
and take grease, and rub the soles with it, then hold them in the heat of the fire, so that the fat
sinks in. Do this swiftly and secretly, and I will give thee three pennies.”
Koll grinned, and did as he was bid, setting back the shoes just as they were before. Scarcely was
the deed done when Eric came in, and made himself ready for the game, binding the greased
shoes upon his feet, for he feared no trick.

Now everybody went out to the ring, and Ospakar and Eric stripped for wrestling. They were
clad in tight woollen jerkins and hose, and sheep-skin shoes were on their feet.
They named Asmund master of the game, and his word must be law to both of them. Eric
claimed that Asmund should hold the sword Whitefire that was at stake, but Ospakar gainsaid
him, saying that if he gave Whitefire into Asmund’s keeping, Eric must also give his eye—and
about this they debated hotly. Now the matter was brought before Asmund as umpire, and he
gave judgment for Eric, “for,” he said, “if Eric yield up his eye into my hand, I can return it to
his head no more if he should win; but if Ospakar gives me the good sword and conquers, it is
easy for me to pass it back to him unharmed.”
Men said that this was a good judgment.
Thus then was the arm-game set. Ospakar and Eric must wrestle thrice, and between each bout
there would be a space while men could count a thousand. They might strike no blow at one
another with hand, or head, or elbow, foot or knee; and it should be counted no fall if the haunch
and the head of the fallen were not on the ground at the self-same time. He who suffered two
falls should be adjudged conquered and lose his stake.
Asmund called these rules aloud in the presence of witnesses, and Ospakar and Eric said that
should bind them. Ospakar drew a small knife and gave it to his son Gizur to hold.
“Thou shalt soon know, youngling, how steel tastes in the eyeball,” he said.
“We shall soon know many things,” Eric answered.
Now they drew off their cloaks and stood in the ring. Ospakar was great beyond the bigness of
men and his arms were clothed with black hair like the limbs of a goat. Beneath the shoulder
joint they were almost as thick as a girl’s thigh. His legs also were mighty, and the muscles stood
out upon him in knotty lumps. He seemed a very giant, and fierce as a Baresark, but still
somewhat round about the body and heavy in movement.
From him men looked at Eric.
“Lo! Baldur and the Troll!” said Swanhild, and everybody laughed, since so it was indeed; for, if
Ospakar was black and hideous as a troll, Eric was beautiful as Baldur, the loveliest of the Gods.
He was taller than Ospakar by the half of a hand and as broad in the chest. Still, he was not yet
come to his greatest strength, and, though his limbs were well knit, they seemed but as a child’s
against the limbs of Ospakar. But he was quick as a cat and lithe, his neck and arms were white
as whey, and beneath his golden hair his bright eyes shone like spears.
Now they stood face to face, with arms outstretched, waiting the word of Asmund. He gave it
and they circled round each other with arms held low. Presently Ospakar made a rush and,
seizing Eric about the middle, tried to lift him, but with no avail. Thrice he strove and failed, then
Eric moved his foot and lo! it slipped upon the sanded turf. Again Eric moved and again he

slipped, a third time and he slipped a third time, and before he could recover himself he was full
on his back and fairly thrown.
Gudruda saw and was sad at heart, and those around her said that it was easy to know how the
game would end.
“What said I?” quoth Swanhild, “that it would go badly with Eric were Ospakar’s arms about
him.”
“All is not done yet,” answered Gudruda. “Methinks Eric’s feet slipped most strangely, as
though he stood on ice.”
But Eric was very sore at heart and could make nothing of this matter—for he was not
overthrown by strength.
He sat on the snow and Ospakar and his sons mocked him. But Gudruda drew near and
whispered to him to be of good cheer, for fortune might yet change.
“I think that I am bewitched,” said Eric sadly: “my feet have no hold of the ground.”
Gudruda covered her eyes with her hand and thought. Presently she looked up quickly. “I seem
to see guile here,” she said. “Now look narrowly on thy shoes.”
He heard, and, loosening his shoe-string, drew a shoe from his foot and looked at the sole. The
cold of the snow had hardened the fat, and there it was, all white upon the leather.
Now Eric rose in wrath. “Methought,” he cried, “that I dealt with men of honourable mind, not
with cheating tricksters. See now! it is little wonder that I slipped, for grease has been set upon
my shoes—and, by Thor! I will cleave the man who did it to the chin,” and as he said it his eyes
blazed so dreadfully that folk fell back from him. Asmund took the shoes and looked at them.
Then he spoke:
“Brighteyes tells the truth, and we have a sorry knave among us. Ospakar, canst thou clear
thyself of this ill deed?”
“I will swear on the holy ring that I know nothing of it, and if any man in my company has had a
hand therein he shall die,” said Ospakar.
“That we will swear also,” cried his sons Gizur and Mord.
“This is more like a woman’s work,” said Gudruda, and she looked at Swanhild.
“It is no work of mine,” quoth Swanhild.
“Then go and ask thy mother of it,” answered Gudruda.

Now all men cried aloud that this was the greatest shame, and that the match must be set afresh;
only Ospakar bethought him of that two hundred in silver which he had promised to Groa, and
looked around, but she was not there. Still, he gainsaid Eric in the matter of the match being set
afresh.
Then Eric cried out in his anger that he would let the game stand as it was, since Ospakar swore
himself free of the shameful deed. Men thought this a mad saying, but Asmund said it should be
so. Still, he swore in his heart that, even if he were worsted, Eric should not lose his eye—no not
if swords were held aloft to take it. For of all tricks this seemed to him the very worst.
Now Ospakar and Eric faced each other again in the ring, but this time the feet of Eric were bare.
Ospakar rushed to get the upper hold, but Eric was too swift for him and sprang aside. Again he
rushed, but Eric dropped and gripped him round the middle. Now they were face to face,
hugging each other like bears, but moving little. For a time things went thus, while Ospakar
strove to lift Eric, but in nowise could he stir him. Then of a sudden Eric put out his strength, and
they staggered round the ring, tearing at each other till their jerkins were rent from them, leaving
them almost bare to the waist. Suddenly, Eric seemed to give, and Ospakar put out his foot to trip
him. But Brighteyes was watching. He caught the foot in the crook of his left leg, and threw his
weight forward on the chest of Blacktooth. Backward he went, falling with the thud of a tree on
snow, and there he lay on the ground, and Eric over him.
Then men shouted “A fall! a fair fall!” and were very glad, for the fight seemed most uneven to
them, and the wrestlers rolled asunder, breathing heavily.
Gudruda threw a cloak over Eric’s naked shoulders.
“That was well done, Brighteyes,” she said.
“The game is still to play, sweet,” he gasped, “and Ospakar is a mighty man. I threw him by
skill, not by strength. Next time it must be by strength or not at all.”
Now breathing-time was done, and once more the two were face to face. Thrice Ospakar rushed,
and thrice did Eric slip away, for he would waste Blacktooth’s strength. Again Ospakar rushed,
roaring like a bear, and fire seemed to come from his eyes, and the steam went up from him and
hung upon the frosty air like the steam of a horse. This time Eric could not get away, but was
swept up into that great grip, for Ospakar had the lower hold.
“Now there is an end of Eric,” said Swanhild.
“The arrow is yet on the bow,” answered Gudruda.
Blacktooth put out his might and reeled round and round the ring, dragging Eric with him. This
way and that he twisted, and time on time Eric’s leg was lifted from the ground, but so he might
not be thrown. Now they stood almost still, while men shouted madly, for no such wrestling had
been known in the southlands. Grimly they hugged and strove: forsooth it was a mighty sight to

see. Grimly they hugged, and their muscles strained and cracked, but they could stir each other
no inch.
Ospakar grew fearful, for he could make no play with this youngling. Black rage swelled in his
heart. He ground his fangs, and thought on guile. By his foot gleamed the naked foot of Eric.
Suddenly he stamped on it so fiercely that the skin burst.
“Ill done! ill done!” folk cried; but in his pain Eric moved his foot.
Lo! he was down, but not altogether down, for he did but sit upon his haunches, and still he
clung to Blacktooth’s thighs, and twined his legs about his ankles. Now with all his strength
Ospakar strove to force the head of Brighteyes to the ground, but still he could not, for Eric clung
to him like a creeper to a tree.
“A losing game for Eric,” said Asmund, and as he spoke Brighteyes was pressed back till his
yellow hair almost swept the sand.
Then the folk of Ospakar shouted in triumph, but Gudruda cried aloud:
“Be not overthrown, Eric; loose thee and spring aside.”
Eric heard, and of a sudden loosed all his grip. He fell on his outspread hand, then, with a swing
sideways and a bound, once more he stood upon his feet. Ospakar came at him like a bull made
mad with goading, but he could no longer roar aloud. They closed and this time Eric had the
better hold. For a while they struggled round and round till their feet tore the frozen turf, then
once more they stood face to face. Now the two were almost spent; yet Blacktooth gathered up
his strength and swung Eric from his feet, but he found them again. He grew mad with rage, and
hugged him till Brighteyes was nearly pressed to death, and black bruises sprang upon the
whiteness of his flesh. Ospakar grew mad, and madder yet, till at length in his fury he fixed his
fangs in Eric’s shoulder and bit till the blood spurted.
“Ill kissed, thou rat!” gasped Eric, and with the pain and rush of blood, his strength came back to
him. He shifted his grip swiftly, now his right hand was beneath the fork of Blacktooth’s thigh
and his left on the hollow of Blacktooth’s back. Twice he lifted—twice the bulk of Ospakar rose
from the ground—a third mighty lift—so mighty that the wrapping on Eric’s forehead burst, and
the blood streamed down his face—and lo! great Blacktooth flew in air. Up he flew, and
backward he fell into the bank of snow, and was buried there almost to the knees.
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THE MOON POOL by A Merritt
Chapter XXV: The Three Silent Ones
The arch was closer—and in my awe I forgot for the moment Larry and aught else. For this was
no rainbow, nothing born of light and mist, no Bifrost Bridge of myth—no! It was a flying arch
of stone, stained with flares of Tyrian purples, of royal scarlets, of blues dark as the Gulf
Stream’s ribbon, sapphires soft as midday May skies, splashes of chromes and greens—a palette
of giantry, a bridge of wizardry; a hundred, nay, a thousand, times greater than that of Utah
which the Navaho call Nonnegozche and worship, as well they may, as a god, and which is itself
a rainbow in eternal rock.
It sprang from the ledge and winged its prodigious length in one low arc over the sea’s crimson
breast, as though in some ancient paroxysm of earth it had been hurled molten, crystallizing into
that stupendous span and still flaming with the fires that had moulded it.
Closer we came and closer, while I watched spellbound; now we were at its head, and the litterbearers swept upon it. All of five hundred feet wide it was, surface smooth as a city road, sides
low walled, curving inward as though in the jetting-out of its making the edges of the plastic rock
had curled.
On and on we sped; the high thrusting precipices upon which the bridge’s far end rested,
frowned close; the enigmatic, dully shining dome loomed ever greater. Now we had reached that
end; were passing over a smooth plaza whose level floor was enclosed, save for a rift in front of
us, by the fanged tops of the black cliffs.
From this rift stretched another span, half a mile long, perhaps, widening at its centre into a
broad platform, continuing straight to two massive gates set within the face of the second cliff
wall like panels, and of the same dull gold as the dome rising high beyond. And this smaller arch
leaped a pit, an abyss, of which the outer precipices were the rim holding back from the pit the
red flood.
We were rapidly approaching; now upon the platform; my bearers were striding closely along the
side; I leaned far out—a giddiness seized me! I gazed down into depth upon vertiginous depth;
an abyss indeed—an abyss dropping to world’s base like that in which the Babylonians believed
writhed Talaat, the serpent mother of Chaos; a pit that struck down into earth’s heart itself.
Now, what was that—distance upon unfathomable distance below? A stupendous glowing like
the green fire of life itself. What was it like? I had it! It was like the corona of the sun in
eclipse—that burgeoning that makes of our luminary when moon veils it an incredible
blossoming of splendours in the black heavens.
And strangely, strangely, it was like the Dweller’s beauty when with its dazzling spirallings and
writhings it raced amid its storm of crystal bell sounds!
The abyss was behind us; we had paused at the golden portals; they swung inward. A wide

corridor filled with soft light was before us, and on its threshold stood—bizarre, yellow gems
gleaming, huge muzzle wide in what was evidently meant for a smile of welcome—the woman
frog of the Moon Pool wall.
Lakla raised her head; swept back the silken tent of her hair and gazed at me with eyes misty
from weeping. The frog-woman crept to her side; gazed down upon Larry; spoke—spoke—to the
Golden Girl in a swift stream of the sonorous, reverberant monosyllables; and Lakla answered
her in kind. The webbed digits swept over O’Keefe’s face, felt at his heart; she shook her head
and moved ahead of us up the passage.
Still borne in the litters we went on, winding, ascending until at last they were set down in a
great hall carpeted with soft fragrant rushes and into which from high narrow slits streamed the
crimson light from without.
I jumped over to Larry, there had been no change in his condition; still the terrifying limpness,
the slow, infrequent pulsation. Rador and Olaf—and the fever now seemed to be gone from
him—came and stood beside me, silent.
“I go to the Three,” said Lakla. “Wait you here.” She passed through a curtaining; then as swiftly
as she had gone she returned through the hangings, tresses braided, a swathing of golden gauze
about her.
“Rador,” she said, “bear you Larry—for into your heart the Silent Ones would look. And fear
nothing,” she added at the green dwarf’s disconcerted, almost fearful start.
Rador bowed, was thrust aside by Olaf.
“No,” said the Norseman; “I will carry him.”
He lifted Larry like a child against his broad breast. The dwarf glanced quickly at Lakla; she
nodded.
“Come!” she commanded, and held aside the folds.
Of that journey I have few memories. I only know that we went through corridor upon corridor;
successions of vast halls and chambers, some carpeted with the rushes, others with rugs into
which the feet sank as into deep, soft meadows; spaces illumined by the rubrous light, and spaces
in which softer lights held sway.
We paused before a slab of the same crimson stone as that the green dwarf had called the portal,
and upon its polished surface weaved the same unnameable symbols. The Golden Girl pressed
upon its side; it slipped softly back; a torrent of opalescence gushed out of the opening—and as
one in a dream I entered.
We were, I knew, just under the dome; but for the moment, caught in the flood of radiance, I
could see nothing. It was like being held within a fire opal—so brilliant, so flashing, was it. I

closed my eyes, opened them; the lambency cascaded from the vast curves of the globular walls;
in front of me was a long, narrow opening in them, through which, far away, I could see the end
of the wizards’ bridge and the ledged mouth of the cavern through which we had come; against
the light from within beat the crimson light from without—and was checked as though by a
barrier.
I felt Lakla’s touch; turned.
A hundred paces away was a dais, its rim raised a yard above the floor. From the edge of this rim
streamed upward a steady, coruscating mist of the opalescence, veined even as was that of the
Dweller’s shining core and shot with milky shadows like curdled moonlight; up it stretched like
a wall.
Over it, from it, down upon me, gazed three faces—two clearly male, one a woman’s. At the first
I thought them statues, and then the eyes of them gave the lie to me; for the eyes were alive,
terribly, and if I could admit the word—supernaturally—alive.
They were thrice the size of the human eye and triangular, the apex of the angle upward; black as
jet, pupilless, filled with tiny, leaping red flames.
Over them were foreheads, not as ours—high and broad and visored; their sides drawn forward
into a vertical ridge, a prominence, an upright wedge, somewhat like the visored heads of a few
of the great lizards—and the heads, long, narrowing at the back, were fully twice the size of
mankind’s!
Upon the brows were caps—and with a fearful certainty I knew that they were not caps—long,
thick strands of gleaming yellow, feathered scales thin as sequins! Sharp, curving noses like the
beaks of the giant condors; mouths thin, austere; long, powerful, pointed chins; the—flesh—of
the faces white as the whitest marble; and wreathing up to them, covering all their bodies, the
shimmering, curdled, misty fires of opalescence!
Olaf stood rigid; my own heart leaped wildly. What—what were these beings?
I forced myself to look again—and from their gaze streamed a current of reassurance, of good
will—nay, of intense spiritual strength. I saw that they were not fierce, not ruthless, not inhuman,
despite their strangeness; no, they were kindly; in some unmistakable way, benign and
sorrowful—so sorrowful! I straightened, gazed back at them fearlessly. Olaf drew a deep breath,
gazed steadily too, the hardness, the despair wiped from his face.
Now Lakla drew closer to the dais; the three pairs of eyes searched hers, the woman’s with an
ineffable tenderness; some message seemed to pass between the Three and the Golden Girl. She
bowed low, turned to the Norseman.
“Place Larry there,” she said softly—”there at the feet of the Silent Ones.”
She pointed into the radiant mist; Olaf started, hesitated, stared from Lakla to the Three, searched

for a moment their eyes—and something like a smile drifted through them. He stepped forward,
lifted O’Keefe, set him squarely within the covering light. It wavered, rolled upward, swirled
about the body, steadied again—and within it there was no sign of Larry!
Again the mist wavered, shook, and seemed to climb higher, hiding the chins, the beaked noses,
the brows of that incredible Trinity—but before it ceased to climb, I thought the yellow feathered
heads bent; sensed a movement as though they lifted something.
The mist fell; the eyes gleamed out again, inscrutable.
And groping out of the radiance, pausing at the verge of the dais, leaping down from it, came
Larry, laughing, filled with life, blinking as one who draws from darkness into sunshine. He saw
Lakla, sprang to her, gripped her in his arms.
“Lakla!” he cried. “Mavourneen!” She slipped from his embrace, blushing, glancing at the Three
shyly, half-fearfully. And again I saw the tenderness creep into the inky, flame-shot orbs of the
woman being; and a tenderness in the others too—as though they regarded some well-beloved
child.
“You lay in the arms of Death, Larry,” she said. “And the Silent Ones drew you from him. Do
homage to the Silent Ones, Larry, for they are good and they are mighty!”
She turned his head with one of the long, white hands—and he looked into the faces of the
Three; looked long, was shaken even as had been Olaf and myself; was swept by that same wave
of power and of—of—what can I call it?—holiness that streamed from them.
Then for the first time I saw real awe mount into his face. Another moment he stared—and
dropped upon one knee and bowed his head before them as would a worshipper before the shrine
of his saint. And—I am not ashamed to tell it—I joined him; and with us knelt Lakla and Olaf
and Rador.
The mist of fiery opal swirled up about the Three; hid them.
And with a long, deep, joyous sigh Lakla took Larry’s hand, drew him to his feet, and silently we
followed them out of that hall of wonder.
But why, in going, did the thought come to me that from where the Three sat throned they ever
watched the cavern mouth that was the door into their abode; and looked down ever into the
unfathomable depth in which glowed and pulsed that mystic flower, colossal, awesome, of green
flame that had seemed to me fire of life itself?
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